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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The title of this thesi~,"The Scattering of Electronic 
Excitations in Superconductors", is a very broad one and part of 
the purpose of this introduction is to set out the particular 
aspect of the field which is exainined here. 
Over the years there has been much interest in the properties 
of the Superconducting-normal(S- N) interfaces in a type I 
* superconductor in the intermediate state. In particular the 
discovery of the anomalous rise of thermal resistance(Mendelssohn 
& Olsen,1950) and its subse;uent interpretation by Andreev(l964) 
in terms of quasi-particle reflection at the S-N boundaries have 
given an insight into the eff~cts of the boundaries on the electrons. 
However, when the present experiments were commenced(it is 
convenient to defer discussion of the recently published results 
of Landau(l970) until later), measurements of the electrical 
resistance in the intermediate state had always been made far from 
the transition temperature,f, of the superconductor,and revealed 
C 
nothing in excess of a linear variation between zero and the full 
* As many books(especially Shoenberg,1952) give good summaries of 
the structure and basic properties of the intermediate state, a 
general review will not be given here . 
• 
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normal state resistance,R, just following the variation of the 0 
fraction of normal material present. This was also accounted for 
2 
by Andreev(1966), in the regime T«T, and the significance of this C 
result is examined in Chapter 4. 
Man~ investigators found resistance variations below the linear 
(see Shoenberg,1952) but this appears to be due to inadequate care 
in setting up the structure as Wa!ton(1965) showe d that the 
resistance was always a linear function of fi eld provided that 
"fully saturated conditions~(i.e. a suitable field rotation and 
cirrent burst between measurements) were employed. His findings were 
broadly confirmed in the present experiments, ~lthough the re were 
detailed differences observed. However Walton did not make 
measurements above 0.8 T (3 Kin the tin samples used) where the C 
measuring current,which he had to use in order to get the necessary 
accuracy with conventional potentiometers, approached 1% of the 
critical. As the temperature approaches T the current must be 
C 
reduced if the structure is not to be modified by its passage. This 
necessitates an improved voltage measuring technique and fortunate ly 
quantum interference .device2 based on the Josephson Effect have 
rapidly become commonplace in cryogenic . laborator ies for the 
measurement of voltages down to the femtovolt level. The Slug 
(Clarke,1966),which ii a particularly simple example, was used in 
the present experiments. This has ample sensitivity and in practice 
the detection limit is set by field instabilities and cryostat 
1,.. • • ... 
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3 
vibrations. It was possible to reduce these to give a noise level 
of typically 5 pV in a 200 Gauss f.i e ld, nearly three orders of 
magnitude better than the sensitivity of conventional galvanometers. ,: 
Since measurements had not previously been made in the vicinity 
of T ,where thermal e x citation is important, this regime was clearly C 
of cons iderable interest and its study forms the backbone of this 
thesis. The inves tigations revealed tha t there was a rise a bove 
the linear, which increased rough l y exponentially as T was 
C 
appro?ched from below. This additional resistance was appreciable 
only above the temperature ( ~ 0. 8 Tc ) where the BCS energy gap Ll ,.._, kT 
(and,ironically,just where Walton's measurements stopped!). This 
was regarded i mmediately as a strong indication that . the excitations 
with energies in excess of Ll were responsible and this idea is 
developed in quantitative terms in Chapter 4. 
A few words of explanation about Chapter 4 are called for 
at this point as it is the only part of this thesis which i s not 
almost entirely original . When the additional re s ista n-0e in the 
intermediate state was first discovered, a theory(originated by 
Prof .Pippard) was being developed to account for the observations 
made by my colleague J .G.Shepherd on a ;el a ted system(S-N-S 
sandwiches near to the transition temperature of the S material). 
It was realised t hat it would be very satisfactory if a single 
theory could explain both sets of mea s urements and rough calculations 
soon showed that this was quite possible. The details were worked 
4 
out jointly and a paper(Pippard et al.,1971) was prepa~ed for 
publication. Parts a , c and d of Chapter 4 bea r a strong resemblance 
to sections l(introduction) and 4(theoretical model of an S-N interface ) 
of that paper. The detailed analysis of the i ntermediate state case 
(sections 4.b, e & f ) is however my own, and differs substantially 
from the(more general ) appro a ch adopted in the paper, which quotes 
the results. 
A subsidiar y investigation was made of the behavio~r of an 
unsymmetrical specimen ( one in which the crystal axe s formed a l arge 
angle with th~ spec imen axis ) as previous work had almost cert~inly 
been exclusively on symmetrical specimens. The high temperature 
behaviour of this specimen showed great s i milarity to that of 
symm~trical specimens but there were differences at l ow temperatures. 
In this regime, for certain angles of the applied field, the specimen 
resistance rose above the linear variation (no other specimen did this ) 
although in a different way to the boundary resistance. Some attemp t 
has bean made to explain t his phenomenon but a f ull e r investigation 
i3 really required. 
A number of other properties of the specimens (magnetoresistance, 
t~mperature dependence etc.) were a l so iQvestigated, both for their 
own sakes and in order to estimate certain quantities(such as i nelastic 
mean free path) required for the interpretation of the boundary 
resistance measuremen ts . 
Chapter 5 is essentially a description of the experimental results 
5 
including discussion of the means used to s e t up the i~termediate 
state; structure and the behaviour of the unsymmetrical spe cimen(SnIII) . 
The main discussion of the results at temperatures near to the 
transition(boundary resistance) is however deferred until Chapter 6. 
In an attempt to provide easy reference all of the numbered 
Figures have been bound at the back of the thesis, as they are 
referred to from a number of different points in the text. However 
the Tabl1::s and Platr:Js are to be found near to the apprcpriate text 
as this consideration does not apply • 
. ' 
.~ 
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2.a The Cryostat 
Chapter 2 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Plate I shows a general view of the outside of the cryostat 
6 
and some of the associated apparatus. 'i'he cryostat was of composite 
construction: the Nitrogen dewar with a narrow tail inserted into 
the magnet was made of glass but the Helium vessel itself was 
constructed mainly of copper. 
Plate II and Figure l show the construction of the working 
space ,which was situated in the Hel:i.um interspace in order to 
thermally isolate the speci~en so that thermal conductivity 
measurements could be made. A full discu~sio~ of the reasons for 
this and the size of the specimens(about 10 cm long) is deferred 
until chapter 3. However it can be n~ted here that thermal weak-
linking of the specimen to the bath is in any case the best way 
of obtaining a stable temperature(section 2.c). 
The specimens were mounted in a similar way to that described by 
Walton(l965) using three lengths of 6 13.A. studding to hold the 
lower end of the specimen steady. 
· The Slugs and standard resistor(plite III) in their 
superconducting can were ~lued with Bostik I to a cigarette paper-
covered copper plate which fitte d into a re-entrant enclosure in 
the bottom of the Helium can . The purpose of this was to keep the 
field distortion caused by the superconducting shield down to a 
minimum without sacrificing- Helium content. 
The two superconducting leads from the Slug box to the specimen 
II 
consisted of a twisted pair of 0.004 diameter formvar coated· 
Niobium . wires(similar to that used in Slug manufacture). 'l'hese 
were used rather than the ubiquitous tinned twisted Eureka(hereafter 
refer~ed to as TTE) because the latter cannot be reliably coated 
with an insulating coating thin enough to keep the enclosed pick-up 
area down within the necessary limits. Niobium of course has the 
disadvantage that it is not easy to make reliable joints by 
soldering. However, after the technique des cribed in section 2.d 
-:..as discovered, there was not a single failure. The Niobium 
potential l eads were joined to a pair of TTE wires(which could be 
bent in order to adjust the net pick-up area to a minimum) on 
insulating(Nylon) posts supported by the brass piece clearly seen 
half way up the specimen in plate II. These superconducti~g wires 
were then joined to the specimen side-arms. 
The nether end of the specimen was soldered into a holder which 
was connected to the . germanium thermometer by a thick piece of 
stranded copper wire . The thermometer was suspended by an 
arrangement of threads from the two main support rods in order 
to insulate it from the bath as well as possible. The leads to 
the thermometer were 42 SWG Eureka which , in the length nece ssary 
t o reach t he main tagboard, conducted away a negl igibl e fraction of 
the heat . The holde r had an i nsulating collar, which cou ld rota t e 
about the specimen axis and had very thin Eureka wires c on ne c t i ng 
it to the three tensioning bra ss rods. 
Electrical current could be fed into the specimen by 36 SWG TTE 
which could carry nearly an Amp in a 200 Gauss field while 
remaining superconducting. It had previously been found during 
an investigation of the critical current of TTE wire as a function 
of magnetic field{fig. 2 ) that 40 SWG was inadequate. The curr ent 
left the specimen through the thermal weak link which consi.sted 
of 18 pieces of 24 SWG heavily tinned copper wire each lJ cm long. 
This link had a the r mal resistance o.f about 150 mK/mW and replaced 
an earlier one consisting of a single piece nf copper which had 
the same cross-sectional area ~ut a measured thermal resistance 
more than an order of magnitude greater(presumably because of 
thermal resistance at the joints dominating the behaviour). 
The sizes of the wires coming from the top of the cryostat were 
calculated by equating the heat generation with heat conduction 
(White 1968). 34- SWG Eurek6. was extensively usp.d as it is a e;ood 
~ompromise between ease of handling and the therma l requirements. 
Exceptions to this are: the voltage leads to the Slugs(44 SWG copper 
- low resistance to avoid signal loss): u,_q thermometer voltage 
leads(44 S~G copper - all copper circ~it to suppre ss therma l emf s ) 
and the current leads to the specimen(40 SWG coppe r - higher 
current c apacity without be ing e x cess i ve ly thick , as Eure ka wou ld b e ) o 
9 
The wires entered the cryostat via the interspace pumping 
tube . and were then stuck to the outside of the He lium can with 
Bostik I in order to provide a certain amount of thermal anchoring. 
4:-
The main bonding to HeliUJn temperatures was however done by a 
special~y constructed tagboard in which the current flowed along 
II 
narrow superconducting strips(0 . 002 thick Pb/Bi foil) which were 
sandwiched between cigarette papPr -coated copper sheets strongly 
bonded to the bath . 
In order to make measurements of the pressure actually within 
the Helium bath(for thermometry purposes) a pressure sensing tube 
was incorporated in the design of the Helium bottle and this tube 
also carried the three 10 Ohm Allen-Bradley resistors u.sed as 
level detectors. 
If a room temperature seal were to be us ed a l a rge diameter, 
poorly conducting tube would be needed to avoid excessive Nitrogen 
consumption and freezing of the 0- ring. However copper-nickel tube 
was not made in the requisite size and stainles s steel tube was 
ruled out because of difficulties experience d by others in the 
laboratory with leaking joi~ts. Prof. Pippard suggested the use 
of a polythene gasket submerged in the liquid Nitrogen and this 
gave excellent results. Another advantage of this method was that 
the heat input to the - Nitrogen was small as the few tubes needed 
were of small diameter. The thrf1e tubes (pumping, filling and 
level detectors/pressure sensing) which went through to the Helium 
10 
can were surrounded by small copper shields so that they remained 
cooled by Nitrogen until its level fell to below the top plate . 
Thus the Nitrogen capacity was increased without causing a loss of 
,. 
cooling(! am indebted to Mr. F.T.Sadler for this idea). 
The .Helium dewar had a capacity of 1.5 litres, its diameter 
being restricted by the size of the magnetic field coils. It needed 
a little over 4 litres(and 45 minutes ) to fill it because of the 
rather large mass of copper. The cryostat was invariably pumped 
down to 1.2 Kover a period of about an hour before any measurements 
· were made. The calculated heat input was 120 mW(no heat to specimen 
included) and this agreed with the initial run length of 12 hours~ 
However when many measurements were made at elevated temperatures 
the length of run decreased to about 7 hours and refilling was 
usually carried out(sometimes twice). This was very much quicker 
than the initial fill and required less than 2 litres of Helium. 
•rhe total time necessary to refill and pump to 1 . 2 K was typically 
3 
4 hour. 
Although thermal bonding of the leads is more difficult with 
this type bf cryostat(they could in any case be taken,using Stycast 
seals, through the Helium bath) it has great advantages over more 
conventional designs requiring Helium temperature gaskets or 
large messy soldered joints. 
11 
2.b The Magnetic Field 
This section i s split into t wo subsections for convenience: 
2.bl deal s with the design and construction of the magnetic 
1: 
field coil s,where~s 
2.b2 i s principally c oncerned with the s ources and 
reduction of no ise, which is naturally a very severe 
problem in these sensitive measu rements. 
However the dividing line i s tenuous and the headings are really 
only a guide to t he contents of the sub-sections. 
2.bl T}?.e :Qroduction of the magnetic field 
In order to set up a stable, uniform inte rmediate state 
structure in a cy l indrical sample it is necessa r y to apply a 
homog·eneous ti·ansverse magnetic field which c an be rotated about 
the specimen axis at up to 30 R.P.H.(Walton,19 65 ) . It was decided 
that the design criterion should be for a fiel d homogeneity of 1% 
over the specimen, which pu~s a considerable cons traint on the 
d i ameter of t he c~y ostat if the fie l d coils are to be of a 
reasonable · _size. 
2.bl.(i) Coi l d esign 
The off-axis field i n the central p l ane of a pai r of i deal 
coi·ls(i.e. wound of wire of n eglig ible radius) i s 
conveniently e xpre s sed as an integral over current elements 
(although the in tegration i s hot trivial): 
In e .m. u.: 
2 7r 
,: 
' 
b (b - y Sin 8 ) de 
{ 2 2 2 '}3/2 a +b +y -2bySin 8 
H (y) = 2ni 
z 
0 
The effect of non-zero cross-section of the 
coils was allowed for by evaluating the 
average of the above integral over 25 points 
in a 5 X 5 mesh enclosed by the coil section. 
b 
y 
( ) 
8, 
0 
At this stag e in the ca lculation it became necessa ry to 
make a decision about the means of rotation of the field, as a 
rather attractive possibility was to have two stationary 
12 
z 
Helmholtz pairs at righ t angles fed in q_uadrature with alternating 
current(probab l y produced by motor driven sine-cosine po t entiometers 
controlling the outputs of two matched current suppl ie s). It 
was clear from the outset that the coils were going to be massive, 
and the prospect of rota tir1g t h em at 30 R. P . Vi . was a little 
daunting. Another factor considered was the provis ion of 
electric current(and possibly cooling wa t er) to the rotating 
magnet. However there are concomitant difficulties(as with al l 
good ideas!): 
(a) Two more coil s are n ecessary. 
(b) There is the physical difficulty of fitting t wo pairs at 
right angles - at least one pair would have to be very 
large indeed. 
4: 
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(c) As we shal l see later the requirements on the power supply 
are strict and a pair of bilateral current supplies 
delivering 300 W e ach would be expensive and not easy to 
design. 
Semi -empirical calculations indicated that water cooling would 
be unnecessary, especially as the resistance rise would have a 
negligible effect on the current delivered by the high output 
impedance supplies available • . Accorclingly the four coil i dea 
abandoned and the app:copria-f;e calculations were carried out for 
a single pair,to be mechanically rotated. 
It was found that spacing the coils slightly closer than 
Ilelmholtz(b = 2a in the above notaticn) gave a field within 
prescribed limits over a larger volume, at the expense of 
introducing s mall maxi~a away from the centre. 
2 . bl.(ii) Construction _and mounting of the coils 
The cofl formers simply consisted of a short piece of tube to 
each end of which was fixed an annular cheek. Initially brass 
was used, since the right size of tube was readily avai l able, but 
it proved impossible to prevent buckling after the cheeks were 
hard soldered in place. Accorcli!'lgly duralurnin w<1-s used for the 
actual formersl~his had the s light disadvantag e that the tube 
had to be roll ed first) and the cheeks were Argon arc-welded to 
the tube giving a very light and strong structure. 
The formers were then lined with thin paxolin sheet in order 
,: 
to ensure that any chafing of the insulation of the wire during 
winding would be minimised. They were consecutively mounted in 
14 
a la the and were wound by · hand_, great care being taken to ensure 
that adequate tension was maintained on the rectangular section 
wire. When the last turn had been completed, the windings were 
secured in place by soldering the l ast t wo together, whilst still 
. under tension. 
The physical dimensions of the windings in each coil are 
listed in Table 1, together with some details of the pair as 
mounted together. 
A rotating mounting for the coils was designed after a 
.discussion with Prof. Pippard had prc:luced much food for thought. 
The coils were mounted on the outside of a brass tube having an 
o.d. equal to the required ~oil separation and an i.d. a littl e 
larger than the Nitro gen dewar. This tube was then padded around 
its upper end to support the dewar at the top of its tail. The 
base plate at the foot of the tube had at its centre a De lrin 
" insert which rested on a i stainless steel half-ball in a plate 
fixed to the floor(thereby allowing the tube to pivot about the 
centre of its base). At the upper end of the tube the driving 
V-belt pulled the tube back against t wo rollers in order to 
- . 
' 
~ -----
Details of i· agnet Coils 
Minimum Diameter 
Maximum Diameter 
Width 
Nass (including former) 
Dimensions of Wire 
Number of Turns 
Length of Wire 
J'IIean Separation 
Clear Gap 
Inductance 
Resistance (20°c) 
1: 
I 
Field Strength per Unit Current 
Thermal Conductance 
Constant Current for Thermal Runaway 
28.2 cm 
43.2 cm 
5.e cm 
42 Kg 
.160, X .180 11 
486 
551 m 
17.s cm 
10.8 cm 
30.4 rclI 
2.37 n 
25.lG/A 
7 w/ 0 c 
25 A 
Note : The last two entries were calculated (assuming heat loss 
and power input linearly proportional to t he exc8SS temperature) 
from measurement of the rate of rise of the coil resistance when 
a constant current of 10 A was passed. 
TA:BLE 1 
15 
provide complete location. The tube base-plate(which was made of 
an insulator - bakelite) had attached to it two brass rings which 
dipped into mercury troughs in order to supply current to the 
,: 
rotating magnet. To the author's surprise(and relief) these 
were found to be safe to 100 A for at least a few seconds when 
the magnet supply was turned on after it had been left at full 
output by the previous user! 
Since there was little clearance between the rotating glass 
dewar(which was not quite circular) and the stationary outer can 
. of the Helium dewar,rather accurate alignment was required. 11his 
was accomplished by sliding the floor plate into the correct 
position before bolting it down and then adjusting the ~pper part 
of the tube by sliding the two roller supports appropriately. The 
cryostat itself could also be adjus ted by means of the three 
supporting rods. 
The main advantage of this method of coil mounting , apart 
from its obvious kineTiatic features, is that the Nitro gen dewar 
does not need a separate support. 
'rl1e whole assembly was rotated by a compound wound d. c. motor 
driving through V-belts and a 50 to 1 reduction gear. The drive 
train was mo·unted separately from the cryostat to reduce vi bra.tion. 
The overall speed reduction ratio could be se lected by slipping 
the first V-belt over t he appropriate pulley pair and had thr ee 
values: 50, 140 & 250. The speed of t he motor was controlled by 
two rheostats:one of which shunted its armature, and the other 
reduced the voltage applied to its terminals(from 220 V). By 
these means the magnet could be rotated at any rate between 
1 and 30 R.P • .M. 
2.bl.(i~i) ,[_upply of current to the ma gnet 
According to a :Bell (Hall probe) Gaussmeter,the magnet gave 
25.1 G/ A, less than t'/o away from the calculated figure. All 
magnetic fields quoted in this thesis were calculated using this 
calibration constant. 
Up to about 8 A the magnet current was usually supplied by 
a Hewlett-Packard 6286A power supply, which could be set to give 
a constant-current output irrespective of the magnet resistance. 
For currents larger than this(necessary below 2°K) the current 
was provided by a Newport InstrUJnents C905 20KW moto::--generator 
set. This had a transistor regulator built into the control 
console which reduced the ripple from the commutator of the 
generator. As the C905 control console was located in the next 
room from the present experiments,and could not be easily moved, 
it wa s necessary to control its output remotely . This was done 
quite conveni ently by applying a voltage~·derived fro m a Mallory 
cell. and Helipot, to the appropriate terminals on the cons ole. 
The residual in s tabilities in thi s s upply were a few times more 
troub:Lesome than those of the 6286A, presumably because of the low 
inductance of the coils(lower than t hat of the Newport magnet) . 
' -
~ 
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2.b2 Reduction of the no i se due to the magnetic field 
The great magnitude of this problem is shown by the following 
rule of thumb: 
r 10 , )-2 -1 -1 Hagnetically induced p .d. = 6 X 10- Vol tsl,mm Gauss Hz 
There are f our main sourc es of this noise to be considered here: 
(a) Drif t in the rnag·net current due to resi stance change of the 
magnet or i nherent drift of the current supply. 
(b) Vibrations of the cryosta t ~elative to the magnetic field 
(c) Ripple on the magnet current. 
(d) Stray a.c. fields. 
For both the supplies used the output i mpedan ce was very lcuge and 
effects of type (a) were negligible. One of t h e main ways of 
reducing the other t ype s of noise is screening of the whole apparatus. 
2 . b2.(i) Screening 
Most noise can be eliminated in experiments not requiring the 
applica tion of large magnetic fields by enclosing the working 
space of t he cryostat by superconduc tor. 'l'he next best thing i s 
to allow on-ly the d.c. compone nt of the magnetic fie ld to 
penetrate the r egion around the spec i men, with the remainder of 
the circui t shie l ded by superc onduct i n g material . Thi s was done by 
Wade(1969) who used a 1 cm thick high purity Aluminium can 
around the specimen space. The field ripple at 50 Hz was cut by 
an estimated 60 dB by this means. Wade also used a Pb/Bi eutec tic 
can around the ~lugs and standard resistors to s c reen that part of 
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the circuit. Howeve r t he present experiments require a rotated 
field and therefore such a thick s creen must be ruled . out because 
o f the torque and heat produced. Neverthele s s superconducting 
screening of the Slug s is not ruled out and a can was constructed 
for the .Slugs. This ,1as des i gned to give much l ess than !% 
distortion of the field over t he whole of the specimen volume. 
Calculation of the eddy currents for the transverse ge ome t ry 
is not e a sy , but experimental tests revealed that the copper 
radiation shield which surrounded the cryo sta t working space was 
the r ight thickness , as the Helium boil-off rate was increased by 
25% when a 300 Gauss field was rotated at 3 R.P. M •• 
Incidently, while these tests were being ca rried out, the 
following rather interesting effect was ob served. The temperature 
of the copper shield f el l by about 40 mK when the coils were 
rotated with no current passin g through them. Thi s was eventua lly 
ascribed to s u perheating of the Nitrogen( this apparently occurs 
very readily), which of course was st irred by rotation of the 
dewar(calcul ation reveale d that the Reyno l d ' s number was 2.bout 
4 OOO). To produce the observed temperature chang e it was 
es timated that a 1° K lowering of the Nitrog en woul d be needed -
a not unrea~;onable figure. 
A secondary method of stabilisation of the specimen rield u sed 
by Wade(l969) was a s uperconduc ting coil incorporating a 
s uperconducting switch wound on a s pherica l . former. When the 
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desired external fi e l d was reached the superconducting switch was 
closed and the small coil then screened out chang ing unifor~ 
magnetic fie lds( e.g. tha t due to ripple on the current supply). 
However, because of the large specimens to be used , this mus t be 
ruled out on account of its enormous size. 
2.b2.(ii) Reduction of cryostat vibrations 
It was somewhat amusing to find that the closing of a door 
about 20 yds away on the next floo..c could be detected by the Slug! 
In order to minimise this kind of vibration the free standing 
main support frame, which had been inherited from a previous 
experiment, was progressively stiffened. The frame was bolted to 
the wall after the surprising discovery that it was a smaller 
source of vibration than the floor. The main Hel ium pump-line, 
which had a number of be llows on it, ',ras not at all troublesome. 
The residual contribution appeared to be due to the boiling of the 
Nitrogen, since for about an hour after filling the cryostat with 
Helium the Nitrog en did not boil and the noise 1evel was lower. 
In order to refrigerate the Ni trogen and thereby stop its 
boiling, a narrow cupro-niDkel tube, partially closed at its 
lower end,was lowered to the bottom of the g lass dewar. ~n1en this 
tube was pumped on, li qui d entered the lower end, boi led under 
reduced pressure, and cooled the rest of the liquid by 
conduction throu6·h the wa lls of the tube. '11h.is sucessfully 
prevent ed boiling of t he Il itrogen when there was n o cryostat 
inserted in the outer dewar,and in fact lowered its temperature 
to a bout 70 K(measured using a copper wire thermome ter(Dauphin6e 
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& Preston-Thomas,1954)). However it had insufficient r efrigeration 
1, :-
; 
capacity when the cryostat was inserted, a nd it proved impossible 
to adjust the small orifice to exactly the right size: too large 
and the pump could not lower the pressure enough and the Nitrog en 
wa~ e x uessive; too small and the refri geration rate was not great 
enough . It was discovered about this time that ripple on the C905 
supply(which had been used exclusively up to this time) was the 
largest source of noise anyway, and so experiments with the 
de-bubbler were aiscontinued. 
2.b2.(iii) Reduction of pic~--up area 
It is possible to reduce all forms of magnetic noise by making 
the effective area enclosed by the superconducting Slug circuit 
as small as possible . The transverse geometry makes this a rather 
difficult task. Walton tackled the problem in two ways: 
(a) A proportion ·)f the signal picked up in auxi lliary coils 
around the outside of the dewar was fed into the circuit 
to c ancel the noise . In the present expeTii:1ents this was 
not possible as t he Slug circuit . has to be superconduct ing. 
A good de a l of thought wa s put into ways of adjusting 
a signal injecte d in antiphase into the low tempe r ature 
circuit(by superconducting switches or mechanical linkages ) 
but no practicab le uethod coul d be devi sed. 
. . - .. 
I 
I 
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(b) The side~arms were put on opposite sides of t he specimen 
so tha t the pick-up areas were nearly equal, and the field 
was stopped parallel tp the sid.e--arms when measureraents 
were taken. However arranging exact cancellation of the 
·two loops (each 4 cm X 0.5 cm) was not at all easy: a 
5% inequality gives 10 (mm) 2 of effective pick-up area 
in the transverse direction. A few of the present 
measurements were made with the field far from parallel 
to the side-arms and,as expected,the noise l evel was much 
worse. 
2.b2 . (iv) Electrical interference 
In practi~e the most troublesome form of noise(because it was 
irregular in time and difficult to tx·ack d own) was that produced 
by other apparat11s on the same mains circuit. Furnaces with 
Thyristor-controlled current re 6rulators are especially bad in this 
respect: t wo in the Physics department and one in Me t allurgy were 
tracked d own with a smal l transistor radio and suppressed by 
a simple L-C filter in their mains leads. 
Night cryostat runs were oblig·atory in order to reduce the noise 
level by typica lly a factor of 10 to 100. The va~ue depended a little 
on ~agnetic field and so was p robably due to vibratiocs of the 
building as well as to electrical pick-up. It was particularly 
annoying to find that some people o perated noisy equipmen t at night, 
apparent ly i n an effort to disturb es few peopl e as possible! 
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2 . b2.(v) Est i mation of noise vo ltage 
It is not inappropriate to point out a t this stag e tha t the 
noise voltage , V, referred to the Slug circuit,is I S(where I i s 
n ,, o . o 
; 
the minimum dete ctable current flowing into the current leads of 
the standard resistors). This i s not quite so trivial as it appears 
(I +I) 
so n L 
0 
R 
at first sight; for R may be very s mall,in which cas e virtually 
the whole of I flows through R i ns tead of S . However when one 
0 
bears in mind that t he Slug sens e s current and not v oltag e the 
statement becomes clear once more. 
Let I be the current flowing through the Slug in the absence 
so 
of noise a nd let I be the circulating noi se current due to the 
n 
noise voltage, V: 
: n 
. 
. . I -- I 
so 0 
s 
R+S 
& I = 
. n 
but we have chosen I such that I = I 
o s o n 
V = I S 
n o 
V 
n 
R+S 
2.c Thermometry and Temperatuie Stabilisation 
The accurate measurement and maintenance of temperatures 
within a few tens of mi llideg:r;ees of the transition point turns 
out to be an important aspect of these experiments. Furthermore 
the techniques used. to a chieve this aim are of very general 
application. It is for these reasons that it is worthwhile 
examining them in some detail. 
2.c.(i) The need for a g ood the rmome ter 
Close to the transition temperature(T ) the intermediate 
C 
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state resistance at fixed field is a rapid function of temperature. 
This is illus trated by the following approx imate calculation: 
& H "' 2 Ho{T C - C 
\ 
- 1) 
but H "' H · 
C 
• 
• • 
= 
T 
C 
2 R H 
0 
(T -T) 
C 
_cl ~lJ ,..,, RoET_c -
clT H H (T - T)2 C O C 
i . e • 
R 
(near 'J1 ) 
C 
(T -T ) 
C 
Hence the relative error in R is approximately double the relat i ve 
err or i n the difference of the temperature from Tc. 
The highest temperature at which meas urements were repeatedly 
made was 20 mK below the transition, where a 1% change of 
resistance is produced by only a 100 ~K change in temperature. 
,: 
The minimum requirements for a thermometer for these 
experiments may thus be stated as follows: 
(a) Sensitivity - 100 ~K 
(b) Differential accuracy of calibration(i.e . the slope of the 
residual error curve) - 1% 
(c) Reproducibility - Under. thermal cycling from 4 K to room 
temperature - 1 mK 
(d) Accuracy unaffected by magnetic field(within the above limits) . 
Absolute accuracy of the calibration is x·elatj_vely unimportant 
as the tin transition (in zero field) can be used as a reference 
point; this is convenient as absolute accuracy is often much 
more difficult to obtain than relative accuracy. Reproducibility 
is very convenient, but not strictly essential. 
It was decided that a germanium resistance thermometer would 
be the most suitable device, with certain reservations about 
its magnetic field dependence. However tests revealed that the 
resistance did not ch°'nge by more than O .17~ in a field of 400 Gauss, 
corresponding to a temperature error of less than 2 rnK at all 
temperatures in the He range. Furthermore, as T is approached from 
C 
beloi'f, the maximum magnetic field applied becomes progressively 
smaller as the temperature is required more and more accurately. 
. . 
. . 
~ -----
2.c.(ii) Measurement of thermometer resistance 
The thermometer current was provi ded by the s t abl e current 
supply described by Rumbo(l969) which consists of a 10 V supply 
feeding through high stability me tal film resistors of value s· 
1 :M, 3.3 M, 10 M, 30 r,rn(according to t he range se lected ) . 'l'he 
current is monitored by dividing the 10 V rail by p {about 10) and 
comparing against a Weston standard cell with a digital voltmeter 
30 M (D . V.M. ) as shown below.~-,,v 
10 N 
_+_1_o_v ________  /~ 
lO(P-1 ) K 
10 K 
~JJ 
D.V. :M. 
6 V 
-------··, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 V 1 
-------+--------4----------n.. - - - -- - _ _J 
The necessary calibration of each range was done at intervals by 
rne~3uring t he voltage deve loped across a 1 KOhm standard resistor , 
with the same Tinsley Thermo-electric free Potenti ome t e r _used to 
measure the thermometer voltage. This ca libration was found to change 
by only about 0.2% over two years, due to ageing of the me tal film 
resistors. It is of course necessary to allow for the finite output 
impedance of the supply in order to calculate the theroometer resistance; 
the e~uation used being: 
... 
~ 
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I 
= 
+ V ) V s - 1 
p (!SV + y ) - V 
s 1 
(the dashed quantities being obtained in the calibration run) 
This method of checking the current is much more convenient 
operationally than switching the potentiometer to measure the 
the voltage developed across a standard resistor. It is just as 
accurate since p is chosen so that ~Vis l ess than 20 mV and the 
most sensitive range of the D.V.M. can be used. The only 
disadvantage is that the device used to measure the voltage must 
be accurate as well as linear. 
In o:rder to minimise self heating of the thermometer, the p.a.. 
across it was limited to 10 mV,where tripling the cui-rent had a 
. negligible effect. 
2.c.(iii) ~hermome t er calibration 
Over the temperature range 4. 25 to 13 K thermoDeter no.462 was 
calibrated against another Cry oca l germani1.un thermome ter(no.718), 
which was claimed by its manufacturers to be accurate to.±. 5 mK. 
The holders of the t wo resistors were mounted on a specially 
cons t:ructed h. c . copper . block and the ir leads wer2 heat sunk 
by joining them to l engths · of eureka wire wrapped around the 
block and secure d by Bos tik I. 'l'he elevated temperatures were 
obtained by 0eak linking the block to the He bath and using a 
heater to provide a fe w mW of powe r . 
In the He temperature range the labora tory po s sessed no 
standardised resistance thermometers and so it was calibrated 
,: 
against the vapour pressure of Helium. Because the Helium can 
of the cryostat was made of copper it was not possible to make 
the hydrost a tic head correction by the usual technique of 
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measuring the liquid level. Even if the level could be determined 
easily the correction is s till reduced by an u...11certain amount 
becaus e of the good conductivity of the cryosta t walls. Accordingly 
(since there is no head corre ction below the \ -point) the 
correction (20 - mK ) at 2.174 K was estimated by observing the 
apparent discontinuity in temperature (measured by v a po1.;.r pressure) 
which occurs at this point in the thermometer c alibration 
residual error curve. The ma gnitude of this correction corresponds 
to a head of 15 cm of Helium, consistent with estimates based 
on can dimensions , boil-off rate etc •. Similarly at 4.25 K there 
was a discontinuity(where the vapour pressure measurements met 
tho se using the standardised thermometer) amount ing to some 26 mK. 
The hydrostatic head in the cryostat could have an upper Jimit of 
only 7 mK a t 4.2 K and so there remained a rather large discrepancy 
at thi s end of the range. Unfortunately thermometer n o . 71 8 was 
not avai l able for checking directly against Helium for a 
considerable time, but as the .dis crepancy amounted to an error in 
tempe rature d i f f~~ of less than l ·i,; 
{
(26 - 7) X 10-3 } 
(4. 2 - 2.174) 
it wa~ 
--_------ . ...... 
decided that the temperatures woul d be corrected by adding an 
amount linearly interpolated between 20 mK at the A-point and 
26 mK ;3,t 4.25 K. 
,: 
; 
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When the sta.11dard the rmometer next became available it was found 
tha t it.indicated a temperature about 17 mK too high , both when 
mounted as no.462 had been,and also when pl aced directly in contar: t 
with liquid He lium in a s torage dewar. This confirmed that it was 
indeed the ca librated thermometer which was incorrect and not,for 
example, spurious heat input to the thermometer in the calibration 
· rig. Thus the mystery was resolved~unfortuna,tely too late for 
many measurements had already been taken. However, as already no ted, 
the error was ne gligibly small and it was decided not to alter t he 
calibration parameters . This explains why the tin trans ition 
temperature is later quot ed as 3.731 K ins te ad of the accepted 
value (3.722 K). When allowance is made for the wrong correction 
(and the earth's field) the agreement with the accepted va lue i s 
perfec t . The transition po i nt of the s pe cimens also provided a good 
check on the stability of the thermometer, which was found to be 
g ood to better than 1 mK over a period of a year and 40 cyclings 
betwe en room temperature and 4 de grees(Fig. 17). 
2 . c . (iv) The fitting of t he germanium r es i stor 
It soon be came clear from reading the references given by 
White (l968) tha t there is no simple formula analogous to that of 
Clement & Q,uinnell (1 952) (for carbon resistors) which fits the 
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variation of germanium resistors at all well. Many of the references 
cited did not have small e:rror curves ancl furthermore they gave 
R(T) rather than 'r (R). This point is not really a serious drawback, 
as T c a n be obta ined from 11by iteration , but it does contribute 
to unnecessary complication. 
It was realised that one could probably achieve a significant 
improvement in accuracy by fitting an exponential first to remove 
the gross variation, and R = A Exp(B/T) was tried. About this time a 
fortunate slight misinterpretation of a semiconductors lecture 
) .. 
suggested it migh t be worth trying instead R = A Ex p(B/T4 ). This 
proved to be very suocessful; giving an rms deviation of 0 .2 Kover 
the range 1.2 to 13 K, an improvemBnt by a factor of three over 
) ,. 
the straight exponential fit. The T4 expression(hereafter called 
the initial fit) is easily invertible and leaves an error curve 
which was found to be approximately parabolic in log R,indicating 
the use of the following full expression: 
T = t Y. (log nl-1 l 
i==l 
where the Y. are determined by a le2.st sq_uares fit to the injtia l l 
residual error curve. 
Before using the full expression it was necessary to estimate 
the magnitude of the corrections to be applied at 2.2 Kand 4.2 K 
by plotting th~ error curve from the initial fit. When this ha d 
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been done it was found that the fit to the 52 calibration points 
with ten polynomial parameters(M=10) was excellent: rms deviation 
2 mK with a peak deviation of 6 rnK, That the residuals left 
,: 
by the full fit were the result of random scatter in the data ·was 
evidenced by the fact that the error curve crossed zero 19 times 
in the range, whereas with M=5 there were only 5 zeroes. The 
initial fit could of course be used alone if desired,to give a 
quickly ca lculated estimate of the temperature to within 4% using 
just two parameters. 
2.c.(v) Temperature control 
As noted earlier it is necessary to maintain the temperature 
of the specimen to within about 0.1 m.K (when measuring near TJ 
over the hour or so needed to take a set of readings, This 
presents a formidable problem for th_e designer of a temperature 
stabilise~ (though no doubt it could be done). Since the Helium 
bath was plUnped hard below the >- -point,it was reasoned that there 
would be a very stable environment for the specimen and so 
passing a.constant current into a heater should give a stable 
excess tem:perature,which might be as go od as one could get with 
a stabiliser. The constant current source used was a standard 
design using a stable variable voltage reference with an 
operational ampl ifier (709) to give a high output impedance and 
very low drift with room temperature. The temperature variation 
of the spPc i ruen (monitored by the potentiometer as the D.V.M. 
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had inadequate sens itivity) amounted to abou t 0 . 1 mK over a few 
minutes after a sh6rt settling time had elapsed. This temperature 
drift corresponds to a current change of only 20 ppm and was 
1· 
shown to be due to f l uctuation's in room temperature during one 
particu~ar run on a hot summer evening: the specimen temperature 
was drifting very badly ( a fe w rn.K in seconds ) unti l the f an used 
to blow cuol air over the experiment er was turnecl off. Thi s had 
bBen circulating air over the current supply ci r cuit, thereby 
increas ing the thermal fluctuations and shortening their time 
cons.tant! 
In general t his me thod of temperature control proved very 
adequate, al thoug·h somewhat tedious and l arge external heat inputs 
had to be avoided where possible. It was certainly superior to 
the various stabilisers in use i n the l ab oratory, by about an 
order of magnitude. 
The excess temperature of the specimen stage was found to vary 
approximately linearly with heater current, as shown in Fig. 14. 
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2e1~(i) Description of the Sl:..~l.fi _s_haracte~:Lstic 
The Slug(Clarke,1966) is a lou inductance("-'10 nH ), mocl~:r:ately 
sensitive (rvl ll A) superconducting galvanome ter. '.[·hese properties 
enable it to be U8 ed in low resistance circuits(~ 10-8 Ohm) whi l st 
retaining an acceptable time constant (L/R ""' 1 sec). The voltage 
sensitivity is thus typically 10-l4 Yol t(lO nn X l ;.t A) . 
The basis of the operation of the device(Josephson Effect) wi ll 
not be discussed here; the Slug will merely be treated as a black 
box wi t;h the transfer characteristic ( J>-V) shown below. 'l'h o 
usefulness of the Slug comes from the fact tha t the critical 
current(Ic) can be modulated by the bias current(IH). Typically 
the variat ion is anything bu.t sinusoid8l~ however in the present 
application the Sl ug i s used purely as a null detector in B 
potentiometric circui t and so a ll we require is a l arge dI 0 /d IH. 
V 
I 
Various means can be used to produce a signal dependent 
on the i nstantaneous val ue of I
0
(and therefore Oll IH) but only 
the method actually used will be described here. It is possible to 
use thi s signal(suitably amplified ) in a feedback system to keep 
the c.ircui t automatically balanced, which saves a goocl deal of 
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effort, and a lot of work was put into trying to make the system 
siable in f eedback mode. However , due to a lack of knowledge of 
feedback the ory (especially i n t he des i gn of the filt e~, the system 
could not be made stable with adequa t e gain (i.e . giving le ss than 
a 1% offse t error ) ;particul ar di fficulty being encoun tered when 
the system was di s turbed by magneti c field noise. Another source 
of difficulty was tha t the Slug charac t eristicl I v. IH) was often 
. C 
changed, sometimes quite drastical l y , when t h e field was rot a t ed . 
This necessitated resetting of the bias current(IH) and is 
believed to be due to some of t he magnetic field produced by the 
very large eddy currents in the ciTcuit be coming trapped in the 
Slug junction . 
Eventually the possibi l ity of u s ing fe edback was abandoned 
( although it is now know:.~ why it would not work before ) and all 
the measurements were made manually . Some idea of the t edium of 
this(the reas on for the effo r t expended in the se arch f or stabi lity) 
can be gained from the fact that obta i ning a couple of dozen points 
in a field sweep ·typically took two hours: f eedb ack could have cut 
this by a ·factor of five , thus enabling five t i mes as n:;any 
measurements t o be taken . 
2.d(ii) Electroni~ 
A block diagram of the electronics used to convert t he critical 
current into an electrical signal ,showing the waveforms at various 
parts of the ci rcuit , is to be found in Fig. 3. 
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Following Wade(l969 ) and Rumbo(1969) a sawtooth osci llator 
(inatead of sinusoidal ) with D.C. bias was used to provide current 
to the Slug j unction. '11he purpose of this is to avoi d t he noise 
which is sometimes observed on the reverse transition (N to s) of 
the Slu.g. The potential across the junction was amplified by a 
transformer-coupled(l5:l ratio) differential pre-amplifier(Rumbo, 
1969) l ocated close to the top of the cryostat to avoid the pick-up 
of electrical noise. This was followed by the s a t urating amplifi er, 
two-stcge active filter and d.c. amplifier with back-off control 
( to zero the output) which a r e shown in Fig. 4. 'foe design of the se 
stages uas 3imilar i n principle to previous designs used in the L~i.b ., 
except for the use of integrated circuit operational ampl ifi ers 
(LN709C). '.!:'be means by which au output proportional to the c.hange 
in IH is produced and the ·design of the d . c. amplif:er are discussed 
.in Appendix A. 
2.d(ii.i) The calibration of tbe standa~t·d resistor 
In order to make compari s on of the low t emperature specimen 
resistance with its room temperature value it is necessary to have 
a standar~ resisto r in the Slug circuit . This r es istor was calibrated 
by measuring the voltage across it with a d. c. chopper ampl .ifier 
( Keithley 148 mi lli -microvoltmete r) whilst passing a current of 
about an Amp; the room tem~erature resistance of the spec i men was 
mea:::ured in the same way. In order to eliminate t hermal emfs and 
their drift it was necessary to take many readingsi continually 
/ 
reversing the current. The chopper amplifier was calibrated against 
a Veston cell with the Tinsley potentiometer used for thermometry 
measurements. 
The standard resistor(Plate III ) was constructed from a cylinder 
of co ppe:r.-1% aluminium alloy 1 to keep its variat ion within the 
Hel i um range negligible , Because of the rather crude way in which 
. t he voltage contacts were soldered to the body of the resistor, 
t here were some doubts about its reproducibi lity, particularly as 
wires had t o be soldered onto it at intervals. However an i ndependent 
check of the resistance of the dirtiest specimen using t he chopper 
ampl ifier reveal ed that the standard resi~tor had retained i ts 
ca libration t o better than -?tx,. 
2 .d ( iv ) KQise in the Slug circuit 
There are a number of sources of noise to be considered: 
( a ) I-Iagnetic i nduction - this l u.mps uncter one heading c::.11 th~ 
forms of noise discussed in section 2.b2. 
( b ) Joh..rison noise - almost always negligi bJ.e because of the 
small bandwidth, low temperature and. low circuit resistance. 
( c) Noise in the e l e c tronics - the pre~amplifier being by far 
the most important source becau~e of the low signal l eve l . 
Clearly the choice of bias point of the Slug can have no effer}t on 
( a ) and (b),as they are inherently in the Slug circuit itself. 
However if the Slug is set on an ins ensitive part of its 
characteristic (c) will be effectively increased,es it is the noise 
. . ... - ·~ ---- ·-·· . -
~ 
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referred to the Slug circuit which i s important. At low fields and 
an insensitive Slug setting it is believed that (c) can be dominant 
but it usually does not concern us when working in magnetic fields. 
In the present experiments the typical noise level was about 
5 pV(i.e. about 0.02 mA into the 0.33 µDstand.ard reeistor) in a 
200 G field. This fi 6"Ure represents between two and three orders 
of magni tu.de improvement in usable sensitivity over conventional 
means (Walton,1964 ) . 
2 .d ( v ) Hiscellaneou~ observations 
The following paragraphs f o:rrn a selection of interesting and 
useful points discovered d uring the course of t hese experimenta. 
2.d.(v ) a Superconductin_L.i2_~_i]ts to Niobi~m wi~ 
A certain amom1t of trouble is inevitably associated with the 
making- of joints to the Hiobium wiTes of the Slugs by soldering( 
some pe o:r, l e have resorted to spot-welding ) as on l y a mechanical 
j oint is made. However it is well known that by cleaning the wire 
we l l and plunging it into a molten solder blob a reliable joint can 
often be mede. What is not so well known is that the goodness of 
the joint rian be tested by its room temperature resistance. With 
the size of the solder blobs us e d a resistance of 70 rnO (measured 
by pas:'ling 10 mA around the Slu.g circui t , which had been broken at 
one point, and testi1s the voltage across the jo i nts with a probe 
connected to a D.V.M.) always gave a satisfactory superconducting 
joint when cooled. 
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2.d(v)b Choice of Sh15 foJ'.' a noi sy envir.·onrn0nt 
In early experiments it ,tas f ound that the sensitivj_ty of the 
s·lug( to changes in t he s-can.dard :res istor current ) decrea8e d. as thr-:: 
field(and nois e ) was increased. The particular Slug used had a 
per i od of a few hundred microamps,but only neai the origin was 
its modulation appreciable. As the noise increase d the localis ed 
mo dulBtion of the Slug became l ess importan t in determi ning the 
output and the sensitivity fell. 
Ideally one would like a Slug with an infinite,linear 
characteristic so that the noise would average to zero, but this 
i s not possib l e. . Howeve:i.: it may be noted. tha t a long period is an 
essential crite r ion for the Slug to work satisfactorily in a 
noi sy environment. 
2 .d (v)c Effe ct of short-circuits to earth 
In experiments where one side of the specimen is connec ted to 
the cryostat, additi onal connections to earth r.nrnt b e av oided but are 
difficult to de tect. They ~an give rise to unusual effect s ~for 
example in . one ru.n the specimen resista nce( whi ch had previ ously 
behaved quite normally) varied ~ith field as shown below. This was 
R ... 
~----2.4K 
-----
-- 4.0 K 
4.6 K 
H 
-· - . 
·--------
i mme dic.ttf ly recognised as being 
spuriousi but its explanation was 
more difficul t: When the circuit 
resista...>1ces are s o s mci.11 the drawing 
of an equivalent circuit incorporating 
. . 
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a short-c i rcuit is difficult is the resistance of the short-circuit 
cannot be neglected . However cons ider the following circuit in which 
~VJ 
t:::-_.Lf _X ----1I 
Thermal weak link 
X is a hypothesised short (-1 µD.). 
It will ue r ecalled t ha t the 
thermal link was coated with Sn/ In 
(T ~ 3} K) and it had a temperature C 
gradient a l ong it; hence it was 
partially normal , depending on the t emperature of the specimen and 
the magne t ic f i eld applied ("'-'7 µ D when fully normal). Estimates of 
the resistances involved revealed. that this could. i ndeed be the 
expl a n a tion, and when the cryostat was opened up the sho:r:t·-c.h' cu.i t 
was fo und (one of the wires to the specimen had become trapped 
by t he radiation chield and the Tefl on sleeving had boen pierced! ) 
~LATE IV 
- ...... 
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Chapter 3 
SPJCHIENS 
It was initial ly felt that it would be useful to have a 
facilitJ for thermal conductivity measurements so that comparison 
with the results of Walton(l964) vould enable a check to be made 
on the stability of the intermediate state st:ructure. 7,'urthermores 
in order to make a direct comparison, it was decided that the 
speGi..:nens should "be of si:mil2.r size, p:rovidecl that this did not 
compromi se other design requin)men ts . The rest:riction of 11.ea.t 
input to minimise excessive bubbling of the Helium coupled with 
the need to produce an easily measurable tempe~ature difference 
had lead Walton to choose specimens 2 mm in diameter with 10 cm 
between th3 side-arms. If ffiade of the purest tin avai lable, a 
specir.Hm of these dimensions would have a Hel ium -Lemperatu:.'e 
resistance scmewhat less than 10-7 Ohm, which is a convenient 
magnitude for Slug measurements. 
~ince ~e re;uire the side-arms to be on opposite sides of t he 
specimen, in order to reduce the magnetic pick-up area, the distance 
dis tan cc between them must be such t hat any t:cansverse electric 
* field does not contribute appreci ably to the potential difference 
measured. turthermo~e the side-arms should be narrow to Tuinimiae 
* 'l'his tra::i.svers~ electric Li.eld may be ue to Hall effect <n· 1 in 
spec.L,t::nE.; ,-,here the axis is f.:,,:c from a p:rincipal 2.x:1.s, 2,nisotrop}r. 
distortion of the current flow and domain structure. Happily these 
are consistent with the criteria for thermal measurements. However 
a reduction to 8 cm in specimen length was judged to g ive a 
worthuhile gain in terms of the size of magnetic field coi~~s needed, 
,h.thout compror:.iising unduly the other specimen requirements. The 
dimensions of tbe specimens as cast ar-e summarised below! 
Overall length 11 cm 
Distance behreen centres of side-arms 8.05 cm 
Wi dth of side-arms 0. 2 cm 
Diameter 0 .203cm 
i'iean diameter after polishing 0.180cr::t 
In order to minimise fl·Lu trapping the specimens shoulcL be 
as nearly perfect as possible; i.e. polished, defect-free single 
crystals. Furthermore to reduce effects due to crysta lline 
anisotropy t he specime11 axis should be a principal direction, 
preferab ly the tetrad -[001] ~ This last req_uiremen t was relaxed for 
the last specimen . s tudied(SnIII) in order to ascertain its effects. 
Polishing o-f the cr~·stal surface is desirable in connection with 
the 11 0. 58 effect 11 : Andrew( 1948) investiga b.ng t he size dependence 
of the threshold field found that it did not vary with t 9mper~tur~ 
(in contrast with the earlier results of Misener,1938) except for 
a specimen which had a poor surface. Indeed we obtained similar 
resul h, vd. th an early specimen (ri.o. 2) wh ·.eh had a heavily etched 
. . . 
. --------~ 
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surface: the th~esbold field ranged from 0.64 to 0 .76 H, Cependin 
C 
on t emperature and field orientation( Figs. 15 & 16 ) . None of the 
electropolished crystals showed any significant departure from the 
figure of 0 . 52 H expected(Andrew,1948) from their diameter and the 
. C 
interphase surface energy in tin. 
3,b .Material s 
The res istance ratios( R(293°)/11.(4.2°) hereafter refe rred to 
as RR) of many batches of :;_:mre tin from Cominco and Vulcan wei a 
measured to provide a gui de to selection of materials. However 5 
because the RR of tin is ~5~; aniso~ropic, this was not a lways a 
reliable guide. This is the reason why there is a rather l arge 
gap in RR between specimens Sn 7 and Sn24: The material for Sn24 
hacl a RR of less than 19 OOO when cut from the ingot, but ne &.rly 
24 OOO when cast! (in spite of the fact that the grains in the 
ingot were a few mm across ) . 
To provide the lower purity materials a master a lloy of 1% In 
in Sn was first produced and then appropriately di luted with more 
tin. The purpose of this is t wofold: it gives a more ev en distribution 
of the In in Sn'>and it is difficul t to measu:re accurate ly the very 
small quantity of In needed to produce 40 gm of 35 ppm a lloy. 
Inspection of various references revealed that: 
HR O .19 / (In content) OS ntte~ ~ w~fv: 
and. this was confirmed by a number of t est samples which were 
dipped into a storage dewar. 
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3.c Or.ientation 
l'he crystals were al l oriented by back-reflection Laue X.-ray-
photographs, taken on polaroid film,which is rauch more convenient 
to use than conventional plates. Plate IV shows a reproduction 
-0f a picture taken off the end of one of the specimens. The 
four-fold symmetry of t he t etrad axis shows up welL 
Orientation of the crystals proved to be an unexpectedly 
difficult task. The main source of confusion was probably caused 
by the axial ratio of tin (Cl. 5456) being such as to g j_ve a nur,1·ber 
of zone angl es close to 45° (the angle between (110) and. (100) ). 
However once the tetrad was located there was never any doubt about 
it. 
3 .cl rrhe 1l.~-:_e:para~tion of the r:;eed. crystals 
Although it is very easy to gxow tin single crys t a ls there is 
a very strong tendency for one of the directions lying in the basal 
pla~e to grow parallel to the t eeperature gradient (i .e. along the 
length of the specimen). In·.order to grow an ~O~ specimen 
seeding is therefbre obligatory,and furthermore the production of 
a seed ic not easy~ The most satisfactory seed was eventually 
produced by a lengthy process which is outlined belov. 
A larceU" long by l;f diam) piece of tin was cast to give a 
s i ngle crystal of r2.ndom orientation(apa..rt from a small 
polycrystalline .core) . This crystal had the tetrad almost 
perpendicular to its axis. It was cut with a Servomet spark machine 
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into a number of 
11 
long, i square section [001] seeds. These 
were inconveniently short,but after a number of trial attempts 
four specimens we~e produced iimultaneously, one of which became 
Sn33. The polycrystalline section of the seeds(mainly low angle 
grain boundaries) h.sd unfortunately dominated the seeding process 
and the crystals turned out to be 5° off ~O~. 
Accordingly a l arge precise seed was grown from one of the 
spare specimens in a spe cially constructed graphite mould. This 
was then exactly oriented and one end was spark-planed accurately 
perpendicular to ~O~. Seeds cut from this master were then used 
for all the other specimens: the seed for the off- li)oil 1:: ... 
(SnIII) being cut at a la1:ge angle to its length. 
3.e Crystal growi ng 
specimen 
Because of the great length ever which a uniform diameter is 
required, the Czochra lski method is not practicable, although 
quite :recently ·rsivinskii and Stepanov (196 5)have :reported the use of 
a floating mask to grow very long thin ge:cma.nium crystals of any 
desired cross-section~ 
At first t he soft mould technique(packing the annular area 
between the specimen. and a silica tube with magnesium oxide) was 
tried; but the surface finish ,vas poor; J.ee,ving muc.:h to be polished 
off,and the drawing of the tin to the corrPct diameter was felt to 
be a potential source of impurities . 
hr T.E.Erown. of the Cavendish Crystal Growing Dn:i_ t then 
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suggested trying to grow the specimens in a split graphite mould 
(Brid man method). This gives v-ry precise control of the specime11 
dimensions and, provided that the tin could be persuaded to flow 
into the channels, the sicle-a:cms could be an integral part of the 
crys t al. A mould(ref.no. CGU 16) in which four specimens could be 
grow'1l sirnul te.neously from the same seed w2,s accurately fabricated. 
fTom graphite by Nr.J . Pratt of the Unit. The precision of tbis 
/ 
mould is sho\n by the fact that the specimens were both round and 
m1iform over t heir length to wel 1 ,,;i thin 1%. 
The following paragraphs give a brief discription of the steps 
involved in the growing of each of the specinens. The seed was 
first placed in its holder( the seed blor.;k) and then the t wo halves 
of the mould were fastened toge ther by ~eans of the three graphite 
bands. In order to provide a gas-tight seal the joint was painted 
with li.quadag. '.i'he appro priate amount of material ( about 40 gm) was 
put into the filler at the top and the who le inserted i nto a 
Bridgman 265 vgcuu.rn furnace., with heat ing provided by a Ha.dyne 
R.F. power oscillator coupled to the tin by a few t urns on the 
outsi de of the furnace. The neces sary tenperature gre.dient was 
provided by two means: the heater was near to tho top of the mould 
and the seed block was sat on the water cooled chill. 
The furnace was then evacuated by a diffusion pump and t:he 
temperature of the tin raised t o so1ce~~at above its mel ting point 
(232°c). In order to ensure that the tin ran properly into the mould 
it Has found necessary to shut. off the pumps and oCimit an inert 
gas(Argon). When this had been done a few times,the moul~ was 
slowly lowered by a motor until the tin had sol.iclifiecl whereupon 
the R. :i.;'. power 1.:2.s turned off and the tin all owe cl to cool slowly 
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to avoid str2,.i 1. Of course t he se ttings of the power and the height 
of t:ne heating coil had to be found b~r pre liminary trial runs, but 
' once this was done there was little t rouble experienced with 
specimens not seeding on properly. 
When the mould was thoroughly cool it was re moved from the 
furnace and split open to remove the crystals. This was the most 
delicate part of the whole operetion as th ey were ex .remely soft 
(especially the purest specimens ). However, with a little practice 
and because fou.1.' we:ce grown simultaneously, it was 2.lways possible 
t~ ge t at least one ( and usually· tlH.'ee) out unstrained.. 
3.f ~lectronolishin~ 
The final stage in the production of a specimeu for mountine 
is electropolishing(Tegart,;956). A eel~ was constructed to hold 
the specinen(anode) vertically a t the centre of a cy linder formed 
from ro lled. tin sheet. 'l'he tin cy l.inder( cathode) via.s 5 cm diam. 
and 10 cm long. The electrolyte Has contained in a ~lass vessel 
surrounded by a beaker of ice. Tho entire cell could be rota ted 
by hand(about l revo l ution every 5 sees.) with the specimen itself 
remainin~ s tationary alone with the top p l a te which carried a 
slip ring used to feed current to t he cathode. The electrolyte 
was one of thos~ us ed by ?curi e, We inbe r g & Eoswell(l960) with 
compos ition(by volm.-ie): 
1'~thanol 
Ethylene gl y col monobutyl ether 
Ferchloric acid 5c.f p 
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Decm1se of the low perchloric acid concentration this is very 
much safer than the more commonly used. acetic acid/ perchloric acic1 
mixtures. Since the specimens as cast were very sillooth, only a 
lie;ht po li sh was needed; princi pally to remove the "seamn where 
the two halves of t he mould. had come together. ':Phe optimum 
conditions were found by a series of trial experiments to be: 
3 A fo r 2 mins followed by 1 A fo r 5 mins at 5°c. 
The high initial rate removed the seam quickly without doing much 
to the over" 11 d.iame ter ; the l ower rate gave a final finishi.n g 
polish. A tota l of a bout 0.01 cm was removed during Jolishing. 
3.g Notes on the specimens 
A summary of the speciRen chara cteri sti cs is to be found in 
'I1able 2. 'I'he [001] specimens have been numbered a ccordin c to their 
RR in order to f a cilita te i denti fication of the results. The 
other number in colllilln l is the cr,rono loe i caJ. oi·der of th0 specimen. 
Specimens (1 ) and ( 2) are no+, shown in the table as they 1v8re 
rea lly only used as tests o f the mea suring syztem. (1) was a 
polycrystalline drawn wire and (2) \ifa S crystallized (in c;;, random 
4G 
Suecimen Cha racteris tics 
-· 
RR= Hean 
Number '¥ :Materi a l R(222°K) R(293) Diameter free path 
de g. R(4.2 °K) mn cm cm 
3) Sn33 5 C 33 200 4.91 0 . 173 0 . 024 
5) Sn24 0 V 23 90n 4.51 0 . 181 0.017 
6 ) Sn 7 0 V + 35pprn In 7 120 4,58 0.180 0.0051 
' 
4) Sn 1 0 V +170p:pm In 1 380 4.37 0 .185 0 . 0010 
I 
·-
7) SnIII 69 C 22 500 3.28 0 . 181 0.022 
__j 
Notes: 
Materials - C Cominco 69 grade tin, batches HPM 2725 & 387 
V Vulcan Spectrographic grade tin, batch VS 1793P 
'¥ - .Angle between specimen axis and [001] • 'l'he a xis of SnIII 1ay 
about 2° fro m [111] , 
The diameter was cal culated from the resistance; in each cas R 
this agiecd with micrometer measurement s (to ±0.001 cm ). 
mh +' th J 1 1- a • 0 -, 0-l.1. r'I ( ) 2 .L e mean ... ree pa was ea _cu a·~ea. using pJL= .... >l cru 
(Chambers 1952) 
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direct ion) by the sof t mould technique. Eoth had etched surfaces 
and only (2) was measured in the i ntermediate state. These results 
are only referred to in connection ~ith 1 he 0.5 8 effect ment ioned 
earl ier. The only non - [oo~ · specimen (?) has been distinguished 
by la.belling it as SnIII s:~nce its m:is lay close to [111] , 
1ro avoid contaminating the seed and mould(which had been 
l eached out with boiling hydrochloric acid ) it was decided that 
t he f i rst sample grown should be of the purest ms, t e I"ia1( Cor;1inco). 
Ho.-1ever s a s note cl brief ly earlier , it took an extra half dozen 
runs to get the c onditions right. '11he RR dropped to about 33 OOO, 
presumc.bl y due t o repeated contact of t he l10t t i · . with the rr:onl cl 
r emovin& a smal l quantity of i mpurities from the g raphite. Be cause 
of this ( and since the seed crys tal was about 5° off axis ) it was 
intended that an attempt would be mad.e ·1ater to f,TOW a purer 
speci m~n. Howeve r when th e r e sults for Sn33 were inal ysed it was 
f ov.nd that it was sufficiently near to the pure limit to make it 
unnecessary to try and do any better. In any c as e effort:::; t o olitai n 
purer starting rnater ial ( s i milar to the Vul can lot used by Cuenault 
( 1 960 ) , which had a RR of about 80 OOO) had drawn a bJ.ank, with 
the discovery that t he pu:cest material now· supplied by Vulcan had 
a RR of only 22 OOO - a factor of tuo worse than the Cominco lot 
us e d. 
Once the l ancer seed hD.d been g:L'o1;n i t proved a much r,1ore 
routine task to produce the rer:ia ini11(; four specimens. 
I 
I 
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Chapter 4 
THE THEORY CP BOUNDARY HES IS'l'ANCE; 
4. a A Review of tbe rcheory of S-N Interf,:1.ce Reflection(T<<!c)-
The difference in behaviour betwHen the electr j_ cal and 'thermal 
,;f 
resistance at low temperatures was explained by the work of 
Androev (l964) on the mechanism of .t.·eflecti0n of electronic 
excitations by an S-N interf ace. This work, together with a later 
paper (Andreev,1966), showed why the interface is most effective in 
de straying a heat current, ·but quite consistent with the flo w of an 
electri~al current. With a view to later didcussion it is convenient 
to present here Andreev 's analys is in qualitative terms, considering 
an excitat ion incident on the interface from the normal side(Fig . 6). 
The interface is to be regarded a s a region where the energy gap, ~, 
varies within a few coherence lengths(E) from ze ro to its 
equilibrium value, ~u,far within the superconducting region(S). 
Ins ofar as it is legitimate to think of a local excitation 
spectrum, the value of b. at any point defines its hyperbolic 
variation ~(8k), bk being me~sured radi.ally from a point on the 
fe:cmi surface. The variation of b. with pos :·. tion is due to the 
electron-electron interaction responsible for superconductivity, 
----·-------------·---* We implicit l y exclude the phonon thermal conductivity~ which is 
an important contribution at ve-::y low· temperatures, in the whole of 
the discussion . 
II 
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and the excitation must therefore be considered as subjected to a 
forc e-field imposed collectively by the electrons in the superconductor; 
since it is interacting with a massive object it retains the eame 
total energy whilst its momentum changes. I n thes~ terms we can 
picture the excitation changing its k-state in accordance with 
Fig. 6. If its energy is less than 6~ it cannot penetrate further 
into the S-region than the reflection point x c , and the whole process 
of reflection can be seen as an adiabatic transition from t he initial 
I rt II electron-like state A through A to A ( \vhich is the s ame as ll ) and 
I back through B to the final hole-like state B. Particle conservation. 
is achieved by the injection of a pair of electrons into the 
superconducting condensate. In terms of t he electr n occupation 
picture(conventional for normal metals) the superconductor imposes 
on the distribution function in the N-region the boundary r)ondi. tion 
that if a state just outside the fermi surfac~ at k + &k is occupied 
- -.L 
(o}f.L being a v.,ctor normal to the plane of the interface), then the 
state just inside at - k + 8 ~~ shall be unoccupied. On the other hand, 
if its energy is greater than 1:1<'3, the excitation can pass freely 
through the interface which i mposes no such condition. 
This discussion as an adiabatic process, is olJly strictly valid 
if h changes so slowly that there is no tendency fo r the states A 
and B to be mixed together. However, since the difference in~ 
between A and B is·of tbe order of 1/E, there must be some mixing 
as the interface is only of order E wide: this has the consequence 
that when f > ~~ t he excitation may be partially reflected(tbere is 
a certain amount of simi l ari ty to ordinary potential scat te~ing). 
Andreev has cal cul ated the reflection coefficient(Fig. 9 ) R for a 
s harp i nterface, whi ch gives the maxi mum val ne t o be expe c ted: R is 
of courPe unity f or E < D.oa~ and falls nearl:,r to zero by t he time 
E bas r eached 2 ~~ o 
Figure 7 shows the modified e l ectron distribution in a normal 
metal carrying an e lectrical current and a heat current, from which 
i t i s clear that i n the f or~er case the matching of fi l led and 
unfilled states on opposite sides of the fermi surface, as demanded 
by t he bounda:.cy condition, i s already s a tisfied; while in the 12.t-ter . 
i t is uho l ly violated o 1rhis provides the explru1ation of the differe110e 
in behavi our between the -b· o which is found experimentally. One 
mu s t r emember however t hat this boundary condi t ion appliss only for 
E (~~ , and does not affect most of the excitat i ons at t emperature s 
near T. 
C 
With a sample ·exhibiting strong magnetoresistance i t i s not 
ent i re l y clear(Walt0ntl965) why the intermediate state ele ctrical 
res istan ce should. be linear even though the·re is a constant field(R ) 
C 
i n the bulk of the N-domains,which are assured t o exhibit the 
magne t oresistance of the bulk material . The thermal resistivity 
measurements show the existence of strong interference by the phas e 
boundariest which rr.ay be separated by much less than the cyclotron 
. -
-- ~ 
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radius. Consequently one must explain why the resistance variation 
neither lies below the linear nor has a sharp rise ne ar H. 
C 
Wi th the aid of the accompanying diagram we give a simple 
explanation of why .Andreev reflection should have no effect on the 
magnetoresis t a.nce of the normal domains. 
s ,, ---- .. H Magnetic fiel d ' , , 
' \ 
I ' p Lorentz force . I 
I 
Acceleration D Q.. 
--- ... _ /)\c.. 
' ----·- ..... ... A ,,,..r 
i, Current c:maarMZ ~ l_ ..  ,.,,,. Ve lo city e Electron N Ei:) Hole ©H 
AJ.1 electron aTrives at Candis r eflec t ed as a hol e, which then 
foll ovs a peculiar t ra j ~ctory because of its negative mass. The 
current however completes e~fectively the same orbit in the normal 
~-)~ rnetal(by fo llowi ng the path ABCEFG ) as the electron woul d hava done 
in the absence of the boundary(Al:lCDAJ3). On reac!1.ing F the hole is 
re flected as 2-n electron wh.ich moves towards G, in .just the same 
marmer as it moved from A to J3 before the first reflection. 
Furthermore, by drawing another phase boundary le s s than t,o 
cyclotron ra.dii a\Jay from the f i rst, it can readily be seen that the 
current always e£fectively coipletes its orbits in the N-material. 
4. c Theoretical Viode l of an S-N Interfa.ce 
We assume tha.t ne ar the int1=rf2.ce b. varies as in I<'ig. 6, being 
stri ctly zero :ln a normal rcgicn H(x ( ~) a;.1d rising in the 
superconducting region S(x) xE ) to its bu l k value a~. An e lectric 
field may exist in N bu.t not in S. 'l'here can be little doubt that in 
reality the boundary is a complex flurituating situation, not to be 
described in this class ical way 1 which we are fo~ced to adopt in order 
to make some progress. The value of 6 in the fluct~ating region will 
be determined by fac tors such as thermal disordering and reduction by 
a current, but the result i s not sensitive either to the value or 
posit ic~ of the cut-off used. 
Excitations in N suffer olastic col l isions with a relaxation time 
Tl and mean free path £1 = vf T1 , which i3 also the free pat h for 
such collisions in S(Barde en,Rickr.yzen & Tewo:rdt,1959 ) . We must aJ.so 
allow for t he fact that some electrons will be totally, and others 
onl~ partially, reflected as holes from the S-N interface. These 
i n t erface effects have an important consequence, not usually found 
in conduction processes in normal metals , that the total occu pation 
of an energy shell need not stay constant. It is therefore necessary 
to a l low for the exi stence of inelastic scatterin~ processes which 
help to restore the true equi l ibri1\m state, and we shall incorporat~ 
t hese through a second relaxation time 1 2 (and corresponding free paths £: and 1~, which need not be the same in the N and S states of the 
same material. ~e take r 2 as the overall relaxation time for t he 
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removal of excitations from a particular '~t~~~~rictly we should 
allow for three separate processes in S: 
a ) }J.:las tic sea tte:d.ng around a single energy shell. 
b ) Inelastic scattering between different enArgi es on the same 
excitation branch. 
bypassed if the energy r;ap is at all anisotropic(Phil:Lips,1969). 
If the probability of occupation, f(E), of a give~ state ( e?k) 
differs f:r:om its equilibrium value, f
0
(c) the fermi function~ by a,n 
amoun t g (k), we she,11 write the collision term in the Bol tzmam1 
equation in the form: 
(4,1) 
where g is the average of g(!,S_) around the energy shell r. . 
Particular inter st attaches to those excitations 1.-,ith z) A..-.c., 
which penetrate into the superconductor and are scattered there; for 
the randomization ·due to scattering certainly generates entropy, yet 
we have excluded the possibility that the resu:!..th1g resistance may be 
manifested locally as an electric field. We shall show that the 
electri~ field in N is not modified in our mode l(in contrast to what 
we understand from Landau(l970) to be the behaviour of Nozierea' 
model ), but that the extra resistance appears as a potential 
discontinuity at the interface xB; in exe ..ct analo;-y to the temperai:.ure 
discontinuity in indreev's (1 964) analysis of the thermal problem . 
To describe the distribution g (~) we shall use the exci t ation 
mode l in both N and S, as il lustrat ed in Fig. 6, In N there is a clear 
distinct ion between electron-like ( e.g. A) and hole-like(e. g . E) states 
which are separated by the cusp at c • O; i n S there is continuity 
from one branch to the other . However the i mpor t ant property of 
no rmal me t a ls is retained ( at leas t in an isotropic superconductor ) 
that no scattering can t ransfer an excitation f rom one to the other. 
In Equn.(4ol ) therefore g i s t he average around one shell only, not 
both. This property is not preserved at the S-N interface, where s uch 
t rans f ers are caused. by Andreev reflectione 
The mathemati cal difficulties of the mode l will now be reduced 
very c ons i derably by res trict ing it to one dimension; supposing 
excitations to move on l y parallel to the x- axi s, normal to Urn 
i nterface. The fermi surface is r e duc~d to two points(Fig. 8 - F & F 1 ) 
and the spec trum to four branches: (1) & (4 ) just outside the fermi 
points representing typical ·electron-like exc itations, (2 ) & (3) just 
inside representing hol e-like ones . The arrows r epresen t the direction 
of particle motion. The departure from equ i librium for a particular 
excitation energy £ a t a.ny point i s now ch2.:r.acterizsd by four 
functions: g1 , g 2 , g3 , g4 . Under the i nfluence of an electric fie l d., 
E, and in the presence of both elastic(re l axation time T 1 ) and 
inelastic(T2 ) scattering the se are solutions of the following 
Boltzm~1n transport equations: 
vf d~3 + 
d x 
vf · dg-4 + 
dx 
where f 1 -
0 
eEvff ' 
. 0 
eEvff~ 
eEvff~ 
eEv~f' 
df 
0 
de 
1 0 
= 
-
= 
= -
-· -
O' 
-~·(g1+g4) vl 
T _l 
1 . '· g2 - z ( g2+g3-J 
'f 
l 
g2 - 1.1 g +"" \ z \ ~2 t:, < 1 
,:__ 
T 
l 
T 
2 
g /J - f ( gl+g /J ) 
- ' -----'·-
O' 
.~4 
'Tl .,. 2 
The usual current-carryi ng soluti on of these equat i ons has 
g - - g = g2 ~ - g4 l 3 
and we also note that the equations do not couple excitation branches 
of opposite uhar a cte r g1 is coupled by col l i si ons to g 4 only, 
and g2 to g-3 only. However thi s full symme try doe s not ho1d i n 
the presonca oi an S-N interface, where the Andreev ref l ection 
transfers excitations between branches land 2 and between 3 and 4. 
Ne verthe l ess may retai n t he conditions · 
and everyvhere because 
this i s not inconsistent wi th either t he reflection process or the 
symmetry of the equat ions. This enables us to reduce the fou r 
equations to two involving onl y gl and g2: 
dgl I g + g2 gl 1 + eEf = + I d x 0 2il 12 (4 . 3) I dg2 ' gJ. + g2 g2 egf = -dx 0 2£1 £2 
(These equations are eq~ally valid in the superconductor, where E = 0 ) 
Certain general properties of these equations may be noted 
immediately. Adding and subtracting we find: 
dj q_ 
= 
dx J., 2 (4.4 ) 
dq 
' 
j 
+ 2eEf = 
dx 0 J, 
0 
( 4. 5) 
wher.·e 1/f 
O 
= 1/£1 + 1/£2 and we ba.ve written j for (g1 + g) and 
q f or ( g1 - g 2 ); these are respec tively the contributions to the 
current and charge density of exuitations of energy c. In N charge 
uniformity · requires that dQ/ dx vanish id.entically s whe~ce Q :::; f qd£.. 
Integration of Equn.(4.5 ) over energy t en shows that the electric 
field i8 uniquely determined by the current density J , which is 
proportional -to fjdr.. On the othe r hand dQ,/dx need not vanish in S, 
where charge uniformity is preserved by mot i ons of ths ground state. 
Tl e a bs ence of e lectric field shows that Q must vary if J does not 
----- ~ -·~~ 
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vanish. Unusual boundary condi t.ions are therefore unable to mo<:1.ify 
the electric field in either Nor S: it is necessarily the same 
almost everywhere as it would be in the absence of interface effects. 
It follows from Eq_uns.(4~4) ,); (4.5) that in both N and S: 
d2q q 
::: 
,i 
= 
I 
2ef E 
0 
---
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
where ;\ = ( £
0
12 )} is the diffusion lencth o·ver which an exci ta ti.on 
travels by random walk before being inelasti cally scattered. 
Although the extra resi stance cannot ·be accounted for b:r 
modifications to the electric field in either Nor S, there remains 
the possibility of a potential discontinuity, proportioual ~o J, at 
the boundary, as shown in Fig. 6. Indeed the discontinuity is need.ed 
to satis fy the boundary conditions set by he reflection proceaa. The 
height of the potentia,l step, h = V(Y~) vex;), depends on the nun1ber 
of excitations hav.ing sufficient energy to penetrate j.nto S and suffe2· 
scattering there. T~s existence of such a step compli cat~s t he 
consideration of the boundary conditions at the interface; for it 
causes a sudden shift of the g-functions such that j is i.:naffe::ted, 
'· but q changes by an amount 2ef h( this i s easily seen by iuteg1:ating 0 
Equn.(4.5) with respect to x); 
& (4. 8) 
·-· ........ ~ 
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There is also the boundary condition at the reflection point, xE 9 
to be considered; this is determined by the Andreev refleotion. The 
excitations on brcmch 1 with a certa in c ) t;,..,,, l!?aving the interfaee 
for the normal metali are supplied by those arriving from Non branch 
2(of which a fraction Rare raflected ) and those arriving from Son 
fracti on 1-R are transmitted); thus: 
Rg~ + (1-R)g~ 
(4 .9 ) 
N s 
* Rearranging these equations one finds tha.t: 
N s 
! g_ = q .H .s s (4.10) J ::, J - aq_ 
where a:;:, 2R/(1-R). Figure 10 illustrates the boundary conditions 
(}~quns. ( 4. 8) & (4.10)), togethe1.' with sketches o.f the solution in 
the clean limit . 
It is only at thi.s point that the thE:ory for the sns sa.n.dwich 
results parts company with the intermediate state theo y, for we 
now impose a further condition: that the solution has the periodicity 
of the interm~diate state st:ructure(aY + a 8 ). This forces q_ = O(i.e. 
g1 = g 2 ) at the centre of each domain, since excitations on bran ches 
* Note that the exact form of these equations de pends on whether N 
has been chosen to the l eft or right. The aotual choice made is 
irrelevant of course but, as it is tied up with the choice of suffi~es 
for t he g 1 s (l & 2\ on~ must be consistent. 
11 
(1) and ( 2) go through identical histories before they arrive at the 
centre of any domain, with the important exception that they see the 
electric fi eld in oppcstte directions with respect to their own motion. 
4 .e The Solution of tpe F.g_uati_ons 
N'ow that the equations have been set up and the boundarr conditions 
fo und, all that remains to be done is to solve them for the potential 
step, h, and he~ce to deduce an expression for the varia tion of the 
additional :cesistance, oR/R (Fig. 5) with the fraction of .n ormal 0 
t . l U/ ( N S) { ~ _ t}. ma eria, ~ ~a a + a = a ~ 
C 
The solution to Ecru.ns. (4 .4 )-(4.7 ) for j and q may be written: 
q = A Sinh(:x:/ >- ) + B Cosh(x/A) 
j =kB Sinh( x/ >-) + l,oA Cosh(xh , ) 
A A 
} (4.11 ) 
where t he i ntegration constants A and B take differen.t value s ( AH & AS 
. 1'1 Q 
and :B- & :B") in N and S since A and f may not be tbe same in both. 0 
At the centre of an N domain(x = 
N AN , N 1'J) ) . :B = 'fanh\a / 2)..-. .. 
. s BS C' Tanh ( a 8 / 2 ). S ) j (4.12) & similarly at X =(a' /2): = - A ,J 
As q is continuous through the reflec t ion point x£, fr.om Equn . (4 ., lla.) 
evaluated at the bounda ry(x = xB ~ 0) w0 have: 
N( - , N q ~) = J3 s ( -~) - .,s q x., J.) 
,!"; (4 .13) and 
Substituting- Equn.(4.12 ) into Equn.(4.11) .for j: 
• r • • ~· -
_____ .__ ...... 
_ ._.~~ 
N r N \ , olr + r anh(a /2X) Sinll ( x/)-:) i + 2ef El' I o o 
/JN AN ( N Xo N j = - A. N Cos (x/ 'i. ) 
and similarly( \Ii. th E = 0 ancl 'l'anh replaced by -Tanh) for js. 
At the reflect i on point (x = X ~ 0) we have: E 
£1~ AN }\x;) /Q "-f 1E[N "" + .:.~ 0 0 I )..N ,Q,~ AS (4. 15 ) s + .j (x£) :.::: -s 
/\ 
The boundary conditions can now be .imposed. on these solutions: 
from (4.8): 
from (4.10 ) : 
- A 8Tanb. ( a 8 / 2 xs ) 
£~ AS JZ! AN 
-xs - -\1r 
These equations (4 . 16) can be written in matrix form as: 
N N 
' 2ef b. 
/ s , s) r~H Tanh( a / 2 X ) Tanh~a / 2). 0 (4.17 ) t! s --{£0 + 11 r s1 ') s )l 2er'EJ? -7 uTan ,a ~ X i l_AS 
>,: ls 0 0 I' 
Since we know tha t ·dQ/dx = O(p.58 ) we also have f.ANde: :: O, and thl s 
gives a conuition fu r h. Hence we now solve (4 . 17) for AN: 
I 
2ef li 
0 ( s1 s ) J Tanh a 2).. 
{1~/f + aTanh(a8/ 2i ) 
s s) Tanh(a /2 :i.: . I 
(4 .18 ) 
N Equating JA d£ to . zero gives: 
= ~-r-11\n 
Li - IJ 
where. I 
= f <E£~ Tanh(a8 /2 A8 ) d, 
r 
( f~/\8 d£ 
"' - j /\.S + /\U + a/\.S AN 
and /\ = ( V j, )Tanh ( a / 2 ") 0 
(4 .19 ) 
(4.20) 
It i s easi l y seen that we have 2.n additional potential dro1), h , 
for every half period, (aN + aS)/2, of the structure(Fig. 10). 
Q 
. •· 
If we 
I = 
h 
. 
6R 
R 
0 
F Q 
E ( a-' + a'"')/ 2 
now assu@e 
rr t hat >.. .--. r~ 
[
2 ).Yr)Ta:,th(,l/.2~~1.~ I~jl 
a
1
• J L 1 - 1 
(t) .• 2la) 
, /J N i1 S ann L = ~ the integral becomes: 0 0 
I c; f 0 Tanb(a~/2A) dE 
+ Tanh(a8/2 X) + f >,./£aj Tanh(a1,r / ;X)Ta."'1h(a8/2>-) 
(4.21b) 
This integral is turned into a form more amenable to calculation 
in Appendix :S (Equn.(13.5) ),but some of its simpler :vr.opertiec 2.re 
investigated in the next section. 
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4.f Evalua tion of the Additional Resistance 
In view of the apparent complexity of the expression for the 
additional resistance(Equn.(4.21), also referred to as the nexact" 
expression) it is -worthwhile examining its behaviour in two limiting 
cases: 
i) Lang diffusion length(or 11 clean" ) limit: a<<}.., Tanh(a/2>.)~ a/2).. 
ii) Short diffusion length(or "dirty") limit: a>>).., Tanh(a/2\)~ 1 
Examination of a graph of Tanh(x) soon shows that the great majority 
of specimens will fall close to either one or the other of these 
cases. Calculations(and experimental results - see Chapter 6 ) show 
that the dividing line between (i ) and (ii) comes at a RR of a.bout 
25 OOO in tin. 
However even when these approximations are made the integrals 
cannot be evaluated analytically because of the form of the .Andreev 
reflection coefficient(Equn.(B.1)). Hence we further approximate 
by using the "Square Hodel 11 for R(Fig. 9):-
a 
(4.22) 
t > ~"" 
(from now on ~, _without subscript, will be ~sed to denote tb~ value 
· in the bulk of s). As we shall see this simplifies the integrands 
so much that their integration becomes trivial. 
4.f(i) The clean limi t(),>>a) 
In the limit Tanh(a/2A) ~ a/2). the g, j, an<i q functions 
become linear, as illustrated in Fig. 10,and Equn.(4.21) becomes: 
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6R . rv 11 I "' -R 1 T - ~ 
(4.23) 
0 
~ fcl ' where -f de: I 0 )-1 (aria/2,Q, ) - ri - + 
0 
In the Square model(Equn.(4o22)) the integrand vanishes fore:< n 
and is equal to -(1 - ri)df for e: > b.. 0 
I :::::: 2 (1 - ri) r (n) 0 
(4.24) (1 
- ri) f (t.) and so oR 2 ,...., ~ 0 ,...., R 1 - 2(1 - ri)f
0
(n) 0 
(The factor of two arises from integration over both electron and hble 
branches of the exci ta.tion spectrum ) , The behaviour of F:qun. (4. 24) 
over a wide temper2ture range is shown in Fig. 11. 
Another important feature of this equation is that it is valid 
for any reflection coefficient in the limit f >>a.This fact 0 
undoubtedly contributes to its good agreement Yith the results for 
the purest specimen, Sn33,(and made it unnecessary to grow a purer 
one - see Chapter 3) in spite of both the apparent crudeness of the 
Square model and also the absence of adjustable parameters(in fact 
the value of ti is open to a certain ·amount of discussion because of 
iis anisotropy in tin). It is interesting to . observe that because 
). >> a, so th2.t the excitations can pass right through the S regions, 
the additior-al resistance is independent of the period, a, of the 
intermediate state structure(i.e. independent of the number of 
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boundaries). There is therefore no necessity to make estimates of 
the domain sizes, which are open to considerable doubt(as discussed 
further in Chapter 6). 
Since a is iDfinite for E<d the effect of using a better estimate 
- · for -a (ha~in5 a positive non-zero value in the supergap region, E > 6) 
-is to reduce I, and hence(since I lies between O and 1) the additional 
resistance, of any specimen not pure enough to be fully in the clean 
limito The consequence of usin.g the exact expression (4.21) instead 
of the clean limit expression (4.24) is to reduce the maximum 
value of oR/R in specimen Sn33 by only about 10%(see Figs. 25 a & d t 0 
which also show separately the effects of doubling the domain size 
and increasing d)~ bringing it intd rather better agreement with the 
experimental points. 
4.f(ii) The dirty limit{A<<a) 
In the limit Tanh(a/2A) ~ 1 the excitations injected into S decay 
away so quickly that the boundaries become completely decoupJ.P.d. 
Thus we expect that the additional resistance will be proportional 
to the number of b·oundaries (i.e. inversely proportional to a) and 
indeed this is the case: 
6.R 2). I ~ -. 
Ro a 1 - I 
' 
(4.25) 
where I J - f dE ::::: 0 -· 2 + (a V £ ) 
0 
It will be noted that this expres sion only depends on~ thr ough the 
I . 
I 
I 
variation of the domai n period , ai since I is now independent of q. 
* In the Square model I simply reduces to the fermi function: 
I "' f (A) "' 0 
(4.26) 
and so 6R ll. f (n) il 
· [:R}lean 0 ~ :: R a 1 - f (t.) a 0 0 0 D 7/ =i 
--
(where [~
1
~!t ]means Equn.(4.24) evaluated at 7/ = !). 
Once again if a is not identically zero in the supergap region 
the effect is to reduce I and 6R/R
0
, although this time by the same 
factor for all q. Equn.(4.26) leads us to believe that measurements 
of impure specimens may give information about the scale of the 
structure(F5.g. 12 shows some pos s ible theoretical variations). However 
the theory given above may no t be valid and so it is better to try 
to check it by using the theore ti ca l domain size var iation (Lifshi t z 
et al.,1951 as modified by Pipperd,1955). This is discussed in more 
detail irt the next two chapters. 
--------------------- -------------·---
* Or A.<< l s which is unphysical, becaus,e l,.. is much larger t han .l
0 
for 0 c 
the cases where A<< a . This poiP..ts to ·the addi ~ional resistance in the 
dirty limit being sensitive to the true variation of a as well as a. 
5o& Gene r a l Remarks 
Chap ter 5 
EXPERIHErJ'l'AL RESULTS 
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In almost all the intermediate state results shown in the Figures 
the resistance of the specimen is scaled in terms of its value, R, 
0 
obtained by linear extrapolation back to the critiGal fiel4, H
0
~ 
from two points just above H
0
(Fig. ~) . The critical field itself 
was calculated using the relation given by Lock et al. (1951) 1 with 
H
0 
= 30G G and TO = 3. 73J. K( the zero field transitions of the spec.:imens 
are shown in Fig. 17 ) , and this calculated value was consistent with 
the curvei for all the specimens in spite of the fact that the 
specimen was not scre ened from the earth's fie?d: This produces only ~ 
a small effect even at a temperature as high as 0 . 995Tc bec ause it 
forms a l arge angle with the horizontal applied field. The purpose 
of the ext:.::·apola tion was to make so~1e allowance for magnetoresis +,ance, 
since it is unlikely that the resistance would be measured exactly at 
H, and great care was taken to ensure that ther':l were always two C 
pcints above H close eno~gh to make the error in this process very e 
small indeed. The threshold rield, Hth' was consistent with the 
expected value(0.52R) for all the electrop~lished specimens (s ee p. 42). C 
Figure 13 shows examples of the noise level(referred to the Slug 
circu.i t) wi. th superposed square ,vaves for cali bra ticm pur1)os es 
produced by revPrsihg a measured cu~rent throueh the standard resistor. 
These traces are not entirely rep~esentative for two reasons: 
( a ) The chart recorder used introduced a certa in amount of 
interference and this is probably the main source of noise 
i n tbe upper traces ( zero field ) . 
(b) Almost the first observation made of the intermediate state 
was that the re was more noise t han with t he specimen in the 
superconducting state. Furthermore t he noise l evel was often 
a ctually l oss when the appli ed fi e ld exceeded H. Domain 
C 
motion ( e.g. Sharvin, 1965, and Shikina et a l ., 1968 ) may be 
responsible for this extra no ise. 
In order to estimate the amount of scattering produced by phonons 
the resistances of the spe cimens were measured as a fu~ctio n of 
r::. tempe r ature (e .g. Fig. 18 for Sn33 ) and plotted against T~( Fig. 19). 
Thi s investiga tion shows that the ideal r esi stance ratio of tin 
between 293 Kand T i s a bout 2 X 105 • The linea r variatio~s do not C 
quite lie parallel to the r esults of Aleksandrov et a l . (1 962) on very 
pure mater!al ( or to each other for that matter ) , most proba bly 
because of the breakCJ.own of Mattiesson' s Hule ,,·hen the two scatteri ng 
mechanisms occ~r in comparab l e amoun t s. 
Bec~use of the strong temperature dependence of the resistanc e it 
is essential to ~easure the resistance ratio . of the specimens between 
the same two definite tempera tures, if comparis on of behav iour i s 
to be meaningful. Accordingly for all tlle RR's quoted. the l ow 
t emperature valu e was obtained by interpolation of the R v. T5 eu:r.ves. 
It is important to bear this in mihd when comparing the resistance 
ratios of the specimens with those of other workers, e.g. __ Landau 
(1970) quotes R(300 )/R(O) for his In specimen(Sn33 quoted in the 
same way would give 45 OOO ) . The anisotropy of RR(26% greater for 
the tetrad direction) account s for that of SnIII being much lower 
t han that of Sn33,which was made fro m essentially the same material. 
'11hese figures show just how anisotropic the normal sta·te scatt.t?r.ing 
processes actually are. 
The anisotropy of re sistance in a magnetic field is shown for 
Sn33 in Fig. 20. The magnetoresista~.ce of all specimens. wa.s fortu..natAly 
clos e to a maximum when the field lay parallel to the side-arms(e = o0 ); 
so that any small errors in the po si tioning of the f ield had a 
negligible effect on the resul-cs without having to s to p the field in 
a direction where t he pick-up area was larger . Figure 20 also shows 
the effec t of temperature on the magnetores.istance: as the temperature 
is raised. the zero field resistance increases dii·ectl y because of 
phonon scattering, but at high enough fields it decreases because 
of the reduoticn of w r by the phonons. C 
The effect of impurities on the magnetorasis tince of the three 
purest s ymmetrical speci.rnens ( Sn33, Sn24 &. Sn 7) is illustrated in 
Figure 21, which may be called a KohJ er plot.' Kohler's Rule is an 
approximation which states that (p(H) p(O))/p(O) is a function of 
R/p(O) only, i.e. it is not dependent on the specimen purity • .Any 
departures fro m this simple rule are evidence that the differeut 
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scat-i:;ering mechanisms have different effects on different groups of 
car=iers. For specimens of the same orientation there is little 
deviation shown i n Fig. 21(although closer examination of the points 
near to the origin does reveal some significant differences) 9 but 
changing the field orientation(Figs . 20 & 39) does reveal a large 
change in the a1-0.ount o.f rnagnetoresistance. Furthermore it appears 
that the lower the magne toresistance the les s parabolic is its 
variativY.;- with magnetic field. 
5.b ConditioE,s em_plo;yed in settin£ AP. the intermediate state 
5.b.(i) A br:i:...~'lf review of previous_2!_Q_f'k 
When the present investigation was commenced all published 
measurements had been confined to the regime below about 0.8 T and C probably until the work of Walton(1965 ) nobody had succee ded in 
measuring the electrical resistRnce of a stacked structure of disc 
shaped domaJns. Since a narrow superconducting 11 bridge 11 can easily 
remove the effect of a thick normal region one would expect that it 
would be more difficult to obtain reproducible electrical results 
-~nan to obtain . simil;n thermal measureru9n-ts ( where the superconductor 
does ~ot constitute a short circuit) . Also we might expec t that the 
resistance would lie below rather than above . the linear variation. 
These e~pec tations are borne out by the lack of cons i s tency 
between the r esults of early in~estigations(de Haas ~t al.,1934, 
Misener,1938 , Andrew,1948, etc. ) which shared the common featu:r·e 
that tht: resiidance lay below linear a:id inc:reased with measuring 
current. Those measurements had also revealed a phenomenon which 
came to be known 2.s the 11 0.58 Effect"(see e.g. Shoenberg,1952) whereby 
resistance was fir st restored in a cylindrical wire at a field 
somewhat above i H (in fact at about 0~58 H for the particular C C 
diamete::>~ of wire used). 
The more recent investigations of Walton(l964,1965), in which 
particular attention was paid to the setting up of a reproducible 
domain structure, have revealed that the use of a l arg0 current and 
field rotation between measuring points both increase the electrical 
resistance of the intermediate state region towards tb.e e:x:pectc(l 
linear variation at low tempertures. Because of the lack of 
sensitivity of conventional galvanometers(Walton used much thicker 
specimens than the earlier workers) a measuring current of at least 
50 mA had to be used(this value is actually marked as I = 0 in 
s 
both tbe paper and thesis) and this was rather close to the value 
of · the: electrical current needed to produce "saturation 11 of the 
thermal bel::wiou:r:-(between about 100 & 250 mA according to specimen). 
Furthermore in the er.Ge of the purest s~ecimens readings could not 
be obtained with sufficient accuracy with a current less than the 
saturation value. 
5.b. (ii) Jhe pre~ent work far below the transiti on temneratur~ 
S.i.nce the ideal behaviour in this regime is wel l esta.blished (at 
least for symmetrica l specimens ) it was decided tha t it should provide 
a basis for the present investiga tions. Measurements on an early 
non-electropolished specimen(Fig! 15) have al.ready been briefly 
reier:red to in connection with the value of .its threshold field(po 41) 
but they are mentioned aga in because they show the fi rst manifestation 
of a phenomenon whi ch was to cause considerable trouble and is still 
not fully understood. This specimAn had been measured using a static 
field when quite irreversible res~lts were obtained but field 
rotation had caused the behaviour t.o become reversible and reproducible 
except just below H. In this regis3 the noise level was especial ly C 
bad and it proved impossible to get reproducible results. Since 
Walton(l965 - figs. 13 & 14) had shown that there were nstepsu in 
the thermal resistance just below Il where it decreased rapidly, it C 
was concluded that the different values taken by the electrical 
resistance per haps corresponded to the thermal resistance levels. 
This will be discussed further in connection with the results on 
Sn 1, which shows quite definitely that the resistance in this 
region can take on a number o:f (p1 i ·bJ different values which depend 
on the particular conditions employed. 
In Figure 22 we compare the resistance of Sn.33 (measured wi th a 
VPry small cu~rent) under two different cc,nditions(hereafter the words 
''boost currentn refer to the current of about 0.5 A passed through 
the specimen between measurement points to ~emove superconducting 
bridges across the normal domains ): 
26A 6 rotations@ 8 sec/rev with no boost current 
28 3 rotitions@ 20 sec/rev with a 10 sec boost currente 
.1 
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According to Wal ton(lS)64) both rotation rate s u.sed. her0 should have 
beeu sl ow enough to produce saturation. The 26A results show the 
characteristic droop below linear ( although rather more than might 
have been expected from the behaviour of Walton's purest specimen ) 
but in addition there i.s the marked tendency for the resistance to 
drop when approaching H and in fact the resi s t ance .in this region C 
sometimes 1·tas only 75% of that shown in :Pigure 22. However both these 
effects are removed by the passage of the boost curre~t and the 28 
results show a linear variation in both increasing and decreasing 
f ield, except just above Hth where it appears tha t tl,ere are still 
a few superconducting bridges l eft. 
I t was shortly discovered that the rota tion did not make a 
significant irnproVE:illent in linearity; for example the 32C results 
(Fig. 25(f )) vrnre obtained with a static magnetic field and boost 
current; betwe")n points. Figti.re 23 shows t he most impure sp 0 cimen,Sn 1, 
under similar conditions and once again the variation is very close 
t o l inear !n both increasing and decreasing field(it is to be noted 
that the difference :i.n behavi our betwe en them near Hth ,ms in fact 
very reproduci"ble although this is not understood ). 
The l inearity of this curve (withorit fiel d rotation) is real ly 
the only poi~t of disagreement with Walton's results ( 1965 - fig. 9D) 
since his measuring current was probably always large enough to 
eliminate the behaviou.r found i n the present experiments near to H 
C 
and al~~ above the saturation value for the purest specimen. Further 
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evidence supporting the conclu sion that rotat ion is no t strictly 
necessary, provi ding that a boost current or large measuriug current 
is employed~ .i s seen in Figure 30 (a ) for Sn 1. However as thi s is 
at elevated temperatures a full discussion of it is po stponed until 
the next section. 
In spite of the fact that the regime near R is i nherently rather C 
uns table ( the thermal r esistance rest1l ts show that the number of 
boun.daries i s falling rapio.ly) it i s diffi cult to see why t he passage 
of the boost current should r emove the tendency for the resistance 
to decrease, s i nce t his i~ the regime where the S domains have almo~t 
di sappeared anyway. Perhaps if there are superconducting filarnents 
l eft when the S do mains become very t _hin a thre ad-,like structure ,: :mld 
have lower energy than an array of thin di scs, because of the l argeI' 
surface area of the dis cs. If, on the other hand, the supercondu.ct:lng 
bridges are :removed by a boost current ( or large measuring cur~ent ) 
there could well be a large ene rgy barrier to the re-arran1?;en,en t of 
t he structure from laminar (hi gh r esis tance) to fi l amentary( low 
resi s tance ) . This is rea lly only specul ation but the f ree energie s 
of quite different models difler very little (Andrew,1948). It is 
interes ting also to note that i n results discussed later it is shown 
that a boost current was certainly not required ab ove 0.7 H in ord~r C to el imina te the irregularities just below H. 
C 
. 5.b . (iii) !he present work in the vicinity of the trans ition :e..0nt 
As the transi tion temperature is approa ~hed from below the 
requirement on the specimen current becomes progressively more 
strii1gent, if the structure is not to be modif ied by its magnetic field. In Fi6 .. ui·e 24 we show the effect of increasing the measuring 
* 
current, _when the specimen temperature was only 21 mK below T ; after C increasing the field~ boost current was passed before any readings 
were taken. The upper limit · of the measuring current(lOO mA ) would give a field at the sample surface of 0.2 G - about 7% of the critical. Because of the sensitivity of the electrical resistance to changes in the structure t his is reasonably consistent with the observation 
of Shalnikov(J.957) that a current of about 15% I was necessary t o C produce visible changes in the powder patterns on the surface of 
a tin cylind9r. However it does suggest that there could be some 
rather ~maller supeiconducting regions deep in the material, which 
would have a higher field at their surface when carrying a c.urxent, 
similar to those observed by Meshkovsky (1949) and Neshkovskj-· et al. (1947) in tin spheres. These could shrink as the measuring current is increase<::. ands because the I-V characteristic of the specimen 
was reversible, grow again when the cur~ent is reduced. 
Although it is not well shown in Figure 24, because or the 
overlapping curves near the origin, the cpeci~en resistance was 
* Non-linearities like this can arise spuriously because heating of the Slug(e.g. by the l a:cge standard res istor current) ·causes its 
characteristic to alter. The linearity of the variation in the normal 
state ho·.;ever shows that this was not the case in this experimcmt. 
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coDstant up to about 15 mA throughout the who l e of the intermediate 
state region - showing t hat the 10 mA measuring current usually 
employed had a negligible effect on t he resistance of the structure. 
At this temperature there is a considerable additional resi stance (about 35% in Sn33) due . to boundary scattering and s o there are 
other possible ex~lanations of the non- linaarity . However the theo ry 
presanteci in Chapter 4 could not account for this ~s it is clearly 
linear in the current. It is also reasonably independent of the 
domain size(for a specimen of this purity) and so a change in the 
domain Rtructure would not be expected to change the contribution 
made by the boundaries to the resistance of the who le . 
As noted earlier it was _found unnecessary to rotate the field 
at low temperatures in order to 0btain linear behaviour, provided 
that a boo s t current was passed through the specimen between points. 
However, when very close to 111 and C H c' the passage of a large current 
can cause the mat erial to beco:-.2e lully normal (bo th by the slight 
heating produced and also tbr.; magnetic fielu.) and then to remain in 
the normal stat~(i .e . supercool) when the boost current is turned off . 
This can be seen in Figure 25(b)(although it would be more easily 
seen in an R v. h plot) whert: there is a rather sudden jump in the 
resistance up to its normal s tate value at ~ = 0 . 85. Because thie 
also coincides with the theoretical variation it looks at first 
sight as though the tpecimen suddenly jumps to a new structure which 
is perhaps more near·ly "ideal n. However this should be r egarded as a 
coincidence due to the fact that at these temperatures the theoretical 
variati on of R wi th his very nearly flat itself. In order to prevent 
the occurence of this phenomenon it was decided to try only passing 
the boost current between points just above the threshold(up to about 
h = 0.7) sinc e this should still adequately remove the superconducting 
threads . As already noted this was successful in removing the flatness 
at H as well as not allowing th9 reintroduction of the irregularities C 
just below. 
The plots in F1gures 25, 26 !x. 29, showing the behaviour of the 
addi tional resistance as a function of temperature, w111 be more fully 
discussed in the ne·xt cha:p ter. However we should. observe at this 
st&ge that they were all set up with a static field(with the excep~iou 
of Fig. 25(c) results 30B) wit~ a current boost between points(a 
summary of the conditions used is to be found in Table 3). 
Because of the length of tillie needed to t ake a set of measurements 
(seep . 34) no detailed investigation of the decreasing f ield 
variation was made. Figures 27 & 28 show that sometimes very odd 
things can hapre~: a boost current was only used in increasing field 
to 2.bout h = 0. 7 and when H had been exceeded thP. field was reduced C 
statically with no current boost(as it might have been expectec. that 
there woula be no superconducting bridges to be eliminated - the 
beha.v:i.our is a little more evidence for a filamentary structuTe 
existing under certain ci:ccumstances). This behaviour however does 
bear out Waltou's (1965 - fig. 9A) findings: if one superposes the 
I I 
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theoretical additional resistance. variation(Fig. 27 ) on top of Waltou 1 s 
de creasing field plot the resul ting curve looks very similar to the 
decreasing field plot of Figure 28. Also result s 30B(Fig. 25(c)) show 
that when rotation and. current boost are employed the variation i s 
quite r evers ible. 
We now come to deal with the r esul ts on the "awkward 11 specimen, 
Sn 1. Figure 31 summarises most of the measurement c made on this 
sample - however we hasten to ad.d that things are not quite so 
chaotic as they appear in that diagram as it was found possibl e to 
pr oduce a particular resi~ tance state by the appropriate choice of 
conditions . The behaviour of this specimen is not fully understood. 
but it appears that it was produced by a variety of circumstances. 
The range of variation may 1e divided into the following three 
regimes : 
I : h=0.5 to h=0.62 where the behaviour is largely independent 
of the conditions. This wlll not be discussed at any length. 
II h=0.62 to h~0.8 where the variation follows one or the 
other of two pa th~Fig. 32) 
III h=0.8 to h=0.95 W:'.'.ere it appe ars that almost anything can 
h a ppen. 
Since the specimen re s istanc e was h .i.gh(? bout 3 µO) compared wi th 
that of the standard resistor(about Oe3 µO) the boost current went 
almost entirely t hrough the Slugs and the s t andard res istor in 
preference to the sp~cimen. This was particul arly bad as it was l a t er 
fourni that Wal ton had needed as m~,_ch as -k, A to ensure saturation of · 
his most impure specimen, Sno.3. Since t he superconductiug current 
leads could not be made to carry much more c:nrrent easily and as it 
was not convenient to change the standard resistor for a larger one, 
a resi;,,tance of a1Jout a microOhm was inserted into the specimen 
voltage l eads ( this also reducas the sensitivity of course - but with 
such a l arge specimen resistance the full sensitivity is not needed). 
The results 42 (Fig. 31 ) show a marked improvement over 40E, 41A & 41C, 
but there is s till much unreproducibili t;? in :regime III. 
For mAasu~ements 43 the Slug circuit was disconnected and~ 
Keithley model 148 millimicroVol tmeter was used to measure the p.d . 
across t he Rpecimen when an 80 mA current was passed. F::ven with an 
all copper circuit ~any read ings had to be averaged at each field 
value ( incidently t he measurements above T gave a goo d check on the C 
value of the standard resistor ) . A static field was employed with 
a booEt ~urrent(which this time went only through the specimen ) and 
the measureTUents showed no sign of any irregularity, even i n region 
III . However Figure 24 shows tha t the measuring current was almost 
certainly enough to raise the specimen resistance significantly and 
this may explain why these results li e rather above the others (.E'ig. 
31) . 
After this investigation the Slug circuit was reconnected with 
about 2 microOloo in the voltage leads to the specimen. The results 
44B(Fig. 32) were obtained - again with static field and current 
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boost to h=O. 7" 'l'his was repeated in 44C except that the f:i..eld was 
rotated four times(@ 10 sec/rev) between points, with the boost 
current being turned off af ter the first two field rota tions. It was 
very apparent that in region II there were two quite separate 
variations of resistance which one could select by the condi tions: 
at a fixed field turning the boost current off after the second 
rotation always gave the same highe:: resistance, whilst four rotat2Loi1s 
with boost current invariably produced the lower curveo However at 
h~O~B7 the resistance dropped once again and the four points 
were ob~ained in the order shown by the arrows with four field 
rotations (two with current boost) between each. 
A further investigation(Fig. 33) revealed a number of inte:resting 
features. At fixed field value nA'' the fir st point gradually dri fted 
down to about 80%, of the value shown. Accordingly four rotations 
wer~ used to increase the resistance to point no. 2. When a current 
boost was then passed this was redused to the same value as no . l; 
two further sets of rotations increas ed this through 3 to 4. At the 
field marked "B 11 a similar effect of the boost current was found: 
point no. 3 followed a pa~sage of the boost curreut and the later 
points(4,5 & 6) show the effect of subsequent sets of rotations. 
At field value "C" the first three ~oin~s were obtained with 
rotation alone and then a boost u as passed which drastically 
reduced the resistance(to point no. 7) . It had been noted before 
that the passag~ of the boost currAnt caused the specimen temperature 
boost to h=0.7. This was repeated in 44C except that the field was 
rotated four times(@ 10 sec/rev ) between points, with the boost 
current being turned off after the first two field rotations. It was 
very apparent that in region II there were two quite separate 
va:tia tions of resistance which one could select by the conditions: 
at a fixed field turning the boost current off after the second 
rotation always gave the same highe:-: resistance, wliilst four rotati.or1s 
with boost current i.nvariably produ.ced the lower curve a However at 
h e 0 . 87 the resistance dropped once again and the four points 
were ob~ained in the order shown by the arrows with four field 
r otations ( two with current boost ) between each . 
A further investigat.i on (Fig. 33 ) revealed a number of interesting 
f eatures. At fixed field value ttA'' the first r~int gradually drifted 
down to about 80% of the va.J.ue shown. Accordingly four rotations 
werfl used to increase the resistance to point no. 2. When a current 
boost was then passed this was redu~ed to the same value as no . l; 
t wo further sets of rotatious increased this through 3 to 4. At the 
f ield marked "13" a similar elfect of the boost C'11rrent was found: 
point no. 3 followed_ a pa.-,sage of the boost curre11t and the later 
points(4,5 & 6) show the effect of subsequent sets of rotations. 
At field value "C" the first three ~oin~s were obtained with 
rotation alone and then a boost was passed which drastical ly 
reduced the resistance(to point no. 7) . It had been noted before 
that the passag~ of the boost currAnt caused the specimen temperature 
I I 
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to rise by a few mK, but t he t emperature was always restored. to its · 
original value before making a measuremen t and it was no~ suspected 
that this small temperature rise could be a source of trouble. 
Ho'\'rnver the di ffe rence between points 8 and 9 is solely due to 
heating the speci men by a few mK and restoring it to its previ ous 
value befor3 making the measu~ements. Points 10 , 11 and 12 show 
t he effect of reducing c.nd restoring the t emperature - again by less 
t han 10 ::iK. Two final sets of rotation were used. befor '=' each of points 
13 and 14. 
It appear8 that t emperature control is an exceedi11gly i mpo~tant 
factor in t he behaviour of the intermediate state Quder the 
conditions employed here - even more important than the simple 
calculati on of sectjon 2oc. ( i ) would suggest. It is comforting 
however to observe that there is li ttle difference betueen results 
43 and the highest obtained under other conditions at the same value 
of magnetic field. There seem to be t wo po ss ible reasons for the 
differences i n behaviour: 
(a) The boost current was not large er.cmgh to achieve s aturation 
in t he Slug meesuremen t s (Walton's impure specimen needed 
250 IDA but even this might not be enough at our higher 
tempe:r.atnre). 
(~) The ~easuring current used in results 43 was probably enough 
to affect the structure and keep it in only one of its 
possible states in regime III, where the free energy of 
different structures in the absence of the magnetic field 
due to the measuring current is probably very sm3ll. 
At any rate it would appear from measurements on other specimens 
that a measuring cur::ent of 2 mA should giYe identical results to 
those obtained with 10 mA. 
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The strong dependence of the resistance on the temperature history 
of the specimen is puzzling, not particularly because of its 
existenc;e, but be ea.use of its sign and magni tude : heating(and cooling 
to the measuring temperature) of the spe cimen reduces its resistance , 
often by almo~t a factor of three. This would tend t0 indicate 
that new superconducting bridges were forming - which seems highly 
unlik<-:i ly. The interphase surface energy is a rapidly increasing 
functic:n of temperature and this, together with the fac ·t 'tba-t t his 
is likely to be the most inhomogeneous spe cimen(because of its In 
content ), may account for the fact that the 11 ideal 11 behaviour 
appea~s to have been dras tically upset. One thing is clear; the 
intermediate state resistance of Sn 1 is not as clearly a defined 
f unction of magnetic field just below li c.s is the behaviour of the 
- C 
purer specimens Sn 7, 3n24 and Sn33. 
5. c The ~s_,y:i:a.me~t;rical s12_ecimen z SnIII 
In this con tr->xt we mean by "unsymmetrj_cal" a specimen in which 
the a-v::is is far from a principal crystallographic direction. Figure 
35 shows a standard stereographic projection of the main features 
of SnI11. It is to be noted that, although the spec i men axis was 
- . 
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determined to about 1°, the directions of the side-arms (i .e. the 
direction e = o0 of the rnagnet:lc field) are subject to an error of 
0 about 10 because their short length made alignment about the 
specimen axis difficult. This is believed to be responsible for t he 
minimum magnetoresistance direction(e = 115°~ 5°) lying not quite 
at the closest point of the field trajectory to ~O~. 
The behaviour of this specimen at high t emperatures(Fig. 34 -
stati c field ate= 0~ with current boost between points to about 
h = 0 . 7) appears to be about as expected: the calculated curves 
h ave no~ been changed in any way to allo1,r for the different 
orientation of this specimen, 
However the main interest focussed on the low temperature 
benaviour, especially as a funct.i.o:n of field angle, e . Figures 36, 37(a) 
and 40 show the difference between measurements near to the niaximum 
(e = o0 ) and at the minimum(e = 115°) of the magnetores istance. The 
behaviour ate= 11 5° attracts pa.rti.cular interest: 
(a) No othe r resul ts show a dacrease in resistance actually at 
the critical field. 
(b) No oth~r low temp:rature variations show ~ny marked rise 
above linear, especially in the region near H. C 
The results 5l(Fig. 38) W8re intend~d to ascertain the behaviour 
of the specimen in the normal state in order to find the position 
of minimum magnetoresistance and consequently little care was taken 
with the intermedia te state points which show a g ood deal of scatter 
and little correlation with the normal state variation. Since t he 
more careful iuve:::;tigations 50D and 52(Figs. 36 & 37 (a)) of the 
two extreme magnetoresistance values reveal no difference until 
~ = 0. 4 ( the current boost was used until 0.7) it seems reasonable to 
conclude that this is true for all orientations of the field(but 
. 
only in a soale:l resistance plot - see also Fig. 40). Figure 40 
shows ·foat the variation at e = 115° is quite linear above h = G. 75 ~ 
but with a gradient about 15% larger than one would ex:riect. 
Thi s type of additional linearity has not been reported before at 
all. This is &lmost certainly because the specimens used previo11sly 
ha.ve all been oriented near to a principal axis - either deliberately 
as in 1fal ton's case, or an unseeded crystal has grown near a (110) 
(seeuiug is virtua.11.y obligatory to obtain a "random 11 tin crystal 
as no"i;ed on p. 43 and for example Pippard, 1955, reports results in 
which about two dozen unseeded tin crystals had an angle of 80° to 
90° betw<:!ell [001] and the specimen axis). A further factor must 
surely be that the present measurements were made ate lower 
tcmperature(where H is larger) with qu!te a pure specimen, so that C 
ma.gnetoresista.ne.e and its anisotropy are near to the maximum possible 
in the i ntermediate state of tin. 
It is posHible that the effect could be due to the boundary 
condit ion im~osed on the electromagnetic equations by the S-N 
interfaces. As a simple example consider a uniform stack of discs~ 
alternately Sand lf, forming a cylinder analogous to the intermediate 
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state in a wire. 'l'he suI'face of the S regions is an equipottutial 
and so the electric field,!!,, l ies parallel to the specimer. axis, E_s 
in the N regions(the discs are considered to be so thin in relation 
t o their diamete that edge effects are neglig.ibJ.e ) o In an 
anisotropic medium the current~ I, need no t lie pa:t:'allEil to E and so 
t he:re is a difference between (conductance )-l and. resistance: In t!:l.e 
stacked array one measures RE= ( conductance )- l but above He' where 
t he specimen is wholly normdl, l is forced parallel t o sand ona 
measures RJ s the resistance. Clearl y the presence of t he magneti c 
fi eld in the true intermediate s t at~ case f urther compl icates the 
s i tua t ion s i nce J is not parallel to ]2., even i n an isotropic mediumf 
if t he:r:e is a magnetic fielci applied. A simple calculation based on 
t he above mode l(Appendi:x: C) shows that RJ a l ways exceeds BE in an 
anis otropic medium and this obviously does not explain the results 
s hown in Figure 40. 
This model is certainly too na'ive but before investigatirg 
f urth er we shoul d consider ano t her quite different expl anation of 
the observatiolls, whi ch appears t o be difficul t t o rul e out by 
experiment. Figure 38 shows tli.s.t near the rninimum(e = 115°) the 
magnetores i stance of t he normal sta te of SnIII varies ve-.i:J rapi dly 
wi t h angle, whereas at e = o0 it varies but s l owly .. How if for some 
reason the magnetic field in the N domains were to deviate by abcut 
20° around the vertical axis ( or a couparab l e amou.n.t ~bout a. hoJ~izon tal 
axis ) from the applied field directionJ the resistance would be 
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increased by about the right amouut to account for the rise in the 
region between h = 0.75 and h = 1. This small deviation would 
undoubtedl y raise the magnetic energy of the system, because it 
requires bending of the f ield lines ne a r the ends of the N domains, 
but it is quite possible that for example anisotropy of the 
interphase surface energy would more than c ompensate for this increasec 
I n any c.:::.se it is well known (Shoenl:)erg,1952 ) that many of the 
diffarent models of the intermediate state have closely simila.r free 
energies. 
We must therefore re luctantly co~clude that until further 
experiments are made on this type of sample a t low temperatures that 
this explanation cannot be rul ed out. 
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Chapter 6 
DIS CUSSION 01'' 'I' ITE E~RI1'1ENrrAL RESULTS 
6 ea I ntroduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to apply the theory develored 
in Chapter 4 to the experimental results obtained in the vicinity 
of the t rans ition t emperature on the additional resistance of the 
intermediate state due to boundar y refl ec tion of electronic 
excita ti ons . Firstly estimates are made of the parame ters r equired 
for the full theoreti cal fi_ t ( shown "!:ly t he so lid lines in the J!'igu:.ces ) . 
The dependenc e of th':! calculated additional resistance on the 
various parame ters is then discussed with reference to the other 
theoreti cal variations shown in some of the Figures . Lastly the 
recent paper of Landau (1970) on the subj ec t of resistance due to 
interface reflection is briefly discussed. 
6 . b The parameters used in the full theoretical fit 
The analysis of the limiting cases given in section 4.f shows 
that t he add.J.t.ional resistance given by our model is rat!:ler 
ins e nsitive to many of the qua.ntities i n the full exp:c.ession (Eq_un. 
4.21), especially when the specimen is reaso~ably pure. ~oweve~ we 
have as yet not made a practical estimate of the posit ion expected 
fo r the dividing l ine between the Cle an and Di rty l imits in tin. 
To do this we must first estimate domain s izes ancl diffusion lengths, 
as the division between the cases occurs at ~ - a. Since there was 
! I 
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no provision made for measuring th~ domain size directJ y in the 
presen t experiments an estimate vras made based on the results of 
Faber (1958 ) on the me asurement of domain size in flat nlates of tin. 
The various theori es of the variation of domain s i ze, a 9 with 
t he fraction of normal materialt ~ ' inva riably minimise the fr ee 
energy of a fl at plate of thickness d with respect to a parameter 
related to the domain size; such as the t of Lifshitz et al. (19,1 ) 
- based on the model of Landau(1937). It is usually assumed. that 
this is equally applicable to a cyl i nder of diameter of the order of 
d; it i s here that our first approximation comes i u, we shall 
investigate this further in due course. Lifshit7, et al. \ 1951 ) 
obtained the following value fo r a (we use a for the interphase 
surfa.ce energy parameter instead of the more usual I::,. in order to 
avoid confusion ) : 
a = 
Figure 12 shows t he variation of <j> --k, t ogether with t:11e modification 
dGrived empirically by Pippard (1955 ) , iu ~hich in both increasing 
and decreasing 1-ield when the domain period reaches its minirrnm 
1 
v~lue(t-2 ~ 6.6 ) it r emains there for the rest of the variation of~~ 
This modified variation is compatible with th~ results of Wal ton 
(1965) as the constancy of the number of boundaries above ~ = 0.4 
accounted for the rather flat top of the additional thermal 
resistahce and the sudden decrease jus t below H. The measurements of C 
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Faber(1958) show that the surface energy parameter i n tin is: 
a 
-, 1 ~ 2.3 X 10-5 (1 - t1)-2 cm 
We must now estimate the mean free paths; this was done principally 
by the use of the result of Chambers (1 952 ) that p0 Q1 = 10-
11 2 (cm) 
where p is the r8sidual res5.stivity. As remarked earlier Bardeen 0 
et "'l (lo i:; a ) ' -1 l ' n 8 · J · 91
1
; but thi· s · , o-. ,,~.,, snow .; ·1a1; Y- 1 is equa_ co._ gives us no 
i nformation about the inelastic mean f:,:,ee path. }i'ortunatel;;r the 
/IN n S t heoretical va:riation is not sensitive to the values of _\L, 2 a.nd 0 2 
n )__ fo r pure specimens and varies only 8G ( ~2 ) 2 in the dirty limit. 
The interfaces fcirced us to introduce inelas tic scattering in 
order to restore equilibrium(p. 54); t~is scattering has little 
effect on the electrical conductivity of normai metals but the 
present situation 1 with S-N boundarh,s, is more akin to the the:cmal 
conc."J.ctivity problem i n a normal rr:.':ltal where the small angle phonon 
scattering also restores equi lib1:.iu!.ll and the Wiedemann-Franz law 
breaks down. T~e results of Guenault( 1J60) 011 the thermal conductivity 
of tin enable an estimate of the mean free path £equired for the 
interface pr6blem to be made, but only rather approximately. It 
was decided to use the ideal resis+.'3.Zlce ratio(2 X 105 at Tc), 
substituted into the formula of Chamber~(19~2), to estimate the 
inelastic mean free path: this ,ill be an over-estimate for the 
reasons outlined above but because .in the dirty limit the domain size 
always occurs \~::.th ~ in the denomir:ator(see Eq_un. 4.26), e .. nd in the 
111 
1111 
1111 
I 
11 
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clean l imit the additional :i.:'esistance i s independent of ). and -very 
weakly dependent on a (Equn. 4. 23), we shall. allov: for this Grror by 
varying the value of a used in the full theoretical fit (especially 
since there are doubts about the domain s.i.ze any';-.ray). Quite 
arbitrarily we take the inelastic mean free :paths to be the same in 
We are now in a position to estimate the position of the division 
between clean and dirty in tin~ where ,\ ,.._, a.: 
6.6~ 
(The fac tor of 3 ariaes from diffusion in three dimensions ) . The use 
of the various estimates de:!'.'i ved above gives R_'ft .{ 2 X 104 at the 
changeover poin t ; we shall see that this is borne out by the 
experimental results. 
The variation of the energy gap parameter 9 l::i.t with temperature 
was taken to be ECS-like (Muhlschlegel 9 1959 - fit. ted by Equn. B. 1:; ) 
which is known to be well obeyed i n t in. The energy gap is however 
known to be anisotropic ( e~g. ultras onic attenuation measurements 
of Norse et al.; 1959 and Eezu.;U. et al. ,1959) and we ,uake some 
estima te of the effect of this later. 
In the absence of any more realistic cal culations of i;he 
interface reflection coefficient the variation due to Andreev (1964) 
for a sharp step(which gives the maxi mum -.ralue of Rand a) was used. 
6.c The theore tical variations shown in the FiEure~ 
Figures 25 , 26, 29, 30 and 34 show the theore tical cu.1.-ves a.nd 
experimental points for the variation of high temperature scaled 
additional intermediate sta te resis tance for e2..ch or the five 
specimens . The axes are only labell ed in Figures 25(a) & (b ) in 
order to s2.ve unnecessary repetition. In some of the Figures the 
full theoretical fit is accompanied by modified variations whic~ 
are coded as below~ 
(a ) 
( b ) •.•••••• 
( c ) -·-·-·-
Full theoretical fit(seotion 6.d ) 
Square model - clean limit(Eq_un. 4.24 ) 
As ( a ) but~ /kT increased to 2.15 from lc76, 0 C 
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preserving th 0 BCS temperature variation(section 6.e.(i ) ). 
ll.s ( a ) but with double domain thiclrness ( section 
6 .d Discussion of the full theoretical fit 
IP viaw of the sweeping approximations made in the development 
o f the theory· and in the estimation of the parame ters involved the 
fi t to the experimental results is surpriringly good, especially 
for the pure st specime!:ls Sn33 and Sn24. Since the clean limit Square 
model (Equn. 4.24) for these specimens is not altered drastically 
by the effects of a finit e diffusion length this good agreement is 
to some extent expected. On the other hand the clean limit Square 
model contains no adjustable parameters and so this gives confidenc& 
that the phys.i.cal basi s of the theo ry is sound~ 
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Because of the diff:Lculties encountered with the most impure 
specimen Sn 1 recounted in the last chapter we hesitate to attach 
much importance to the results shown in Figure 30(especially above 
h = Oo75); however it is interesting to note that the behaviour is 
qua litatively corre ct: the scaled additiona l res istance is lower 
than that of the purer specimens and the behaviour is ,iifferent in 
i ncreasing and decreasing fields in the correct way. 
'rhe behaviour of SriIII( the curves have not been corrected for 
the different orientation ) also goes acoording to plan, except for 
Figure J4 (a ) . The discrepancy here i8 alwost certainly due to lack 
of care with the temperature control as t he main purpose of this 
specimen was to give information at low temperaturese 
It is apparent that virtually all the theo~etical curves are 
over-estimates and so we go on in the next section to examine the 
effec:::t of varying some of the para.meters. 
6.e Discussion of the mod'fied va~i~tions 
Extensive calcul ations were carried out on two modified models 
in order to ascertain separaiely the effects of the energy gap and 
dc~ain size/diffusion length. 
6.eo ( i) Effect of a larger enerJ3Y.. g~ 
Since the energy gap is known to be ::i.niGJtropic we should 
consider what effect a change in b. has on the ad.di tional resistance. 
If the energy gap is widened fewer excitations will be able to 
penetrate into S and be scattered. there, BO t hat the size of the 
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additional resistance will be reduced. 
This was investigated by preserving the BCS temperature variation 
but raising the absolute zero value, d • to the highest value'\2.15 kT) O' C' 
measured.in ultrasonic attenuation work on tin. This is not intended 
to be the 11 correctn value, but it does serve to show that the 
theoretical dependence on~ is quite small in spite of the fact that 
B appears in the argument of an '3Xpo::.ential in the integrand (Eq·m1. 
4o24 etco ) . The curves show that even this large change in~ is 
unable to account for the results, especially t hose on Sn 7 , and. so 
we conclude that we must look elsewhere tor the explanation. 
6.eo ( ii ) Effect _of cbangj.ng the domain size 
As we saw before (po 90 ) changing t he domain size is almos t 
equivalent to correcting our eRtimate for the diffusion length 
because of the way in which the equations depend on a/A.. The curve3 
( ---.:.-- ) show the additional re:::,lstance to be expected when a i s 
quad:r:u:pled ( i.ee a doubled or ).. ha lved ) 6 .A comparison of Fig-,J.:ces 25 ( a ) 
and 29 ( b) shows that the effect of changing t:,. is purity i nclepender,t, 
whereas chan6 ing the domain si~e gives a much larger reduction for 
Sn 7 than foT. Sn33. This is b<::!cause in Sn 7 the YP,riation is more 
nearly propo:rtional to the number of boundaries present, ioe~ :i t 
is closer t.o the dil.·ty limit with decoupled boundaries. 
Although the domain size is uncertain because it .was not 
measured in the preient experiments(and because the theory of 
domain size really applies to flat plates) ,-. e do know that ). is 
- _____ _____.._ ~~ 
~--
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over-estimat ed . Hence the mos t r eas6nable single explanation of the 
differences between experiment ~nd the full theoretical fit is that 
i 2 has been over-estimated by a fact or of about five. 
6. e. ( .iii ) Dis c1~sion of the reflectiq~ef!icien t . 
Deviations from the full theoretical variati on could also be 
regarded (especial l y for the purer specimens Sn33 and Sn24) as 
evid.ence that the Andreev reflection cnefficient is in error. 
However( as shown by Egun~ 4. 23 ) thi8 is so inextricably bou__11d up wi th 
the values of domain period and mean free path that we cannot really 
· comment on the va lidity of the .Andreev expressione 
6.f _Q£w.,pa_rison with the results of Landau(l9?0) 
Very :recent ly Landau(1970) has r eported preliminary measureoents 
of the additi.onal resi s tance in th-:: intermediate sta te of I ndium. 
.Although he us ed a superconducting chopper amplifier he used such 
a large measuring current(O.l I ) that the structure was strongly 
C 
modifi ed by its passage(e.g. strong hysteres:s at the threshold 
field) . However the results are at iea8t qualita tively similar to 
ours. 
He fits his results to a formula obtained by Nozieres(cited as 
a priva te communication uhich makes a full discussion rather difficult ) 
by using the reflection coefficient, n, ~s a variable parame ter. 
This gives a variation of R wit4 temperature whi ch has a distinct 
similarity to t he variation of the fract i on of exci t ~tions i n N 
with c.( b.. shown i n fig, 2 of the pr:tper. As far as can be gathered fro m 
r1 
I 
I 
r 
the text the difference is accounted for satis factorily by partial 
Andreev reflection, although no evidence for this is shown. 
Landau ' s specimen corresponds rather closely to Sn33 i n its 
physical. properties, except that it was macle of I ndium. 'I'his might 
be expected to have detailed diff~renoes with tin because of the 
different electronic structures of the t wo elements. How~ver 
the Noz58res expr~ssion reduces to ours i n the clean limit(which 
would appl;? to Landau I s specimen 01 course ) and so the agreement 
found by Landau points to the different metals behaving qu:L te 
similarly in r espect of the additional r es istance in the vicinity 
of the trans ition. 
Chapter 7 
CONCLUilING REJIB.RKS 
Since the measure ments of de Haas et al.(1934) a lmos t forty 
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years a.go the electrical resistance of the intermedJate state of 
superccnduc torE has been investiga ted many times and it is interes ting 
to pond a:c why the addit·i.ona.l resistance due to the S-N interfae1::s 
has been discovered only recently·. 'l'here are a 11u1nbe :r. 0f factoTs 
which spring to mind: lack of sensitivi ty, problems of accurat a 
temperatu:re c:ont:rQl 2.nd. the reluctance of the interrned. ia.te sta-f;c 
resistance to follow the linear variation at low temperatures . Heally 
t he first of these can be ruled out since it is possible to observe 
the .:.dditional resistance with only nanoV-olt sensitivi ty, i.f one is 
p:r:.'epa.1.0 ed to tolerate l arge measuring current dens ities. The most 
l ikely explanation i s tha t no additional resistance was ever found 
up to tha largest t emperatures examined, where temperature control 
becomes progressively more troublesome; in addition there seemed 
little reason to expect that the behavi::iur closer to the transition 
would be much different. 
The work of ..An.dreev(1964) ur1doubted1y stimulated interest in the 
S-l; boundary pro blem but a later paper(And.reev ,1966) did little more 
than put onto a more mathematica]. basis what had been generally 
accepted fo r many years; that far from the t ransi tion the resist2.n ce 
was a linear function of the appl ied field. On the experimental side 
the arrival of superconducting quantum interference gal vanomete :rs, 
which were very sensitive and yet easy to use(one can say this in 
retrospect even though a Slug at times receives rather more 
uncomplimentary names! ) , renewed interest in the accurate measurement 
of v er·y small resistances. 
The worK near the transition point, which forms the backbone of 
this thesis, was made much more coherent by the theory of boundary 
resistance set out in Chapter 4. This had its origins .i.n a paral l el 
study of SNS sandwiches ( Shepherd,1971 ) and it is particularly 
satisfying that the results on the two closely related systems, which 
however differed considera1)ly in t echnical matkirs , could be united 
with a comm011 iheo:ry(Pippard et al.,19 71) . This gives R.dded co.c.ficleuce 
to the belief that -~he basis of the theory is sound: tha t the 
additional T.esistance arises from the scattering of supergap 
exci ta t ions in the superconducting r egions. 
'11r.,9r3 are many points in the theoriJ whe re it was necessary to 
make rather drastic assumptions in order to simplify the analysis. 
However the results presented here show that tbe theory is surpT-isingly 
accurate iri . prc0 dicting. the behaviour of the intermediate state 
resistance. It would appear in particular that the assumption of an 
exactly periodic stacked array of domains is not so restrictive as 
one rr:ight hc.ve inferred from the small difference in free en8rgy 
between the various possible intermediate state ijtructures. In 
addition one mj_ght have ex:µected that an.isotropy of the energy gap 
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would i nvalidate the result~ of any one dimensional model, but as 
we have shown its g ood agreement with experi ment is consistent with 
its rather unexpectedl y small dependence on the value oft:,., 
The specimens spann~d a goo d range of purity enabling the effect 
of diffusion length to be investigated.. It is rather unfortunate 
however that the RR of Sn24 turned out larger than expected because 
the results show(and rough calculations indicate) that the borderline 
between Clean and Dirty limits occurs somewhere between this specinen 
and Sn7. A closer investigation of this intervening region would 
probably provide a further check on the detai ls of the theory, 
although the results might be difficul t to interpret bec~use of the 
many contributing fact ors. 
I n addi t ion a further investigation of specimens similar t0 Sn l 
might have revealed whether for instance inhomogeneities in the crystal 
were responsible for its tendency toward different resistance states 
at the same value of field. However it is not possible to int er:Jret 
electrical resistance results on an unknown structure uniquely 
because of trie zero resistance of the S regions and an 1~1vestigation 
of the structure is better carL"ied out by other means. The best of 
these rnethode is probably thermal conductivity, since direct 
observation of the structure with magnetoresistive probes, powder 
patterns or magne to- optic glasse s g·ive only information about the 
structure at the surface. :Because the ad.clitional -t hermal resistance 
is small near T where the electrical resistance is large, para1lel C 
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studies could give J.i ttle .information particularly as we have shown 
that t he structure can be very 8ensitive to its temperature history: 
the temperature difference needed for accurate thermal measurements 
could disturb the structure enough to aff8ct the electrical resistance 
drastically. I n any case for such an impure specimen the boundari0s 
only contribute a small amount to the re l atively l arge therma l 
' 
resistance: unlike the electrical case the additional thermal 
re s istance is directly dependent on the number of boundaries a,nd is 
consequently independent of purity. 
We :uow turn to the subsidi2,ry study '.'uade of t he unsymmetrical 
specimen SnIII at low temperatures where the use of direct domain 
observation could hav-e verified the hypothesis of field tilting ma.de 
to explain the large excess r esis tance observec. at the angle of 
minimwn magnetoresistcrnce. It could however not fully disprove the 
hypothesis because internal cha~5es in the structure need not 
be manifested on the surface. The thermal boundary resistance at 
this temperature is very large and there should be little problem 
with the heat current disturbing the structure so that thermal 
measurements could. provide sensitive information about any internal 
domain rearrangement. However one ,~0uld have to choose a tempe rature 
at which the magnetothermal effects(whic~ would give information about 
the field di:cections i.n the N domains in the same way as the 
magnetoresistance),which increase relatively slowly with dec~eas i11g 
temperaturelas t he H v. T curve is almost flat in this region ) t were C 
not completely overcome by the t hermal ·boundary resistance ( which 
rises exponentially with decreasing t emperature). 
lOJ. 
An attempt was made to measure the thermopotrnr of the intermediate 
state in. the present investigations but uithout adeq1.1ate automatic 
tempe r~ture stabilisation the rise in mean temperature of the 
specimen as the thermal current was increaeed(this had to be done 
slovly since feedback could not be "Li.sea. in the Slug circuit) meant 
that the critical field of the specimen changed, and the re waB a 
co:nseq_uent effect on the structure. Thi::: disadvantage would not haYe 
attended the measurellient of thermal conductivity as the heat could 
then be switched quickly between two matched haaters at each end 
of the specimen, preserving the mean temperatu~e. The thermopower 
is undoubtedly one stage more difficult to me2 . .,ure than resistance 
and the results would also probably be difficult to interpret. 
Neve ~theless there is a complete lack of experimental work on this 
aspect of the intermediate state ~nl this in itself makes it of 
great interest. 
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APPENDIX A 
ANALYSIS OF SLUG CIRCUITRY 
The behaviour of the Slug system i s analysed in termi of a 
simple model in which the Slug has a s i nusoidal variation of 1
0 
with 
IH and i ts V-I characteristic cons ists simply of two linear sections: 
V 
I 
I 
I 
£,gradi ent=c 
I 
I 
,~l_-~ 
I 
01 ~ I~)> I -r--=e'-'----''"---..C-,-------·-) 1 
I Ii,. (. 
T 
~ -!\ ? 
'l'he Slug junction current is swept I
8
/ 2 ei the:r. side of I 1J; Ib is 
the point at whi ch the saturating amplifier switches from - veto +ve. 
:Because the pre-amplifier .is a. c. coupled to th8 saturating arnplif.i.P:c 
the two shaded areas mus t be equal(no d.c. can flow ) and this gives 
a condi t i on from ~hich the mark-space ratio,Ni can be determined: 
x (y - x ) c + f(y - x) 2c -
.~... y ·-
r 
but Mis defin~d 
2 1>-(I = y_ ·) c 2 . s 
I 2 + X2, 
s 
2I 
s 
2 2 1 I - :x:_· . s 
A.l 
I 
,1 
We assume that the critical current of the Slug j_ s given by: 
I = I + 1
1 
Cos(21rIIl) 
C CO CO 
. I . p 
where I is the period of the Slug. We can now define a"goodness p 
factor"of the Slug as a = I' / I .and. so (dic) = 2 rr a 
~~- co p• dIH max 
• • d.11 
dIH 
dM dx dlc d s .• 1 • 21ra. [
12 _ x2J 
= ... -o- • 
d::r.: dI d IH C 
= 
dx r; + x2 
It is easy t o show that this has a maxi.mum at x = I 8 /-\./3,whare 
= 
2~. 
2I 
s 
'11he saturating_ amplifier and fi lter 
V ,, 
V 
s 
l N 
- V -~--, -> J ~ -~-----'!-
. ~ I . . . 
determined by Mand V: s 
D
- t 
,, VM-V 
y = s s 
N + 1 
The output from t he 
saturating amplifier is a 
square wave of am ~Jli tude 
2 V and mark-space ratio M. 
s 
The l ow-pass filt er 
removes the sweep frequency 
and. leave s ad.Co 1evel,V ~ 
The signal i~ thus contained in this variation of V with M: 
V (I'2 + 212 dV s s X I 
d.N - 2 r4 
s 
where equn. A..l has been used to eliminate M. 
The d.c. amplifier 
'l'he . quantity which is most important .:i.n the design of a 
d.c. amplifier for t he feedback oystem is the lo op current gain 
I S dI 0 / dIH , Hhere I 0 - · _2_aj;__ is the current flowing along the R + S 
Slug wire due to a current I t being fedback to the standard 
OU 
A3 
re s isto:c 9 S , by the (high output impedance ) doc. amplifier. The loo p 
current gain must exceed 100 i f the measur ment of the specimen 
resistance ,R, is not to be in error by more th~n 1%. 
Now: dI dI dI 
out dV dN 0 0 
• = l'-- 11 -dI dI 
out dV o.M dIH H 
dI dI 
• [ dI~ 0 l ~1 . out dV dl'-1 .. 0 A.4 -- = dV dIH dl clI·i cLIH out 
.J 
Combination of equns. A.2 A.3 & A.4,with the fol l owing estimates 
of the quantities involveds shows that the transconductance of 
the d.c. amplifier should be of the order of at least 0 .1 A/V. 
:x: == I /-\!f~ V - 10 Y, B == R & loop ga.in - 100: s s ") 
It j_s interesting to note that equn. A.2 shoHs tha.t best sensitivity 
is obtained with a small value of current sweep,! . 
s 
The integral in Equn. (4 . 21b) is over excitation energies 
in the normal state. In this appendix E and E are synonymous 
and mean the excitation energy. 
Appendix J3 
EVALUATION' of I for ANTIREEV REFLECTION 
---
Equn.(4.2lb) defines 
And:reev(i964) gives the value of the reflection coefficient as: 
H. ::::; 
I 
• 0 a = 2R :::: 
1-R 
0 
X - ~x
2 
- l 
--:-r:1>-\JXC.. - 1 
CD 
E ) t:,.oo 
X ) 1 (B.1) 
where x 
X ( 1 
Also the derivativ·~ of the fermi function 't'ri th resp8ct to. Enrnr{?,'Y is: 
• 
.. I 
where (3. 
= - ex-p C~/.1.1.L.. __ (13.2 ) 
k'i1 exp(E/kT)+l [ ]
2 
Let b. be the v-a.lue of the energy gap of the superconductor(no ,·1 0 
I 
by L'I with no subscript) at absolute zero: 
= _l r(T00~ exp(~) d(xl'I) I{_ n 1al kT1
00 
~' [exp(C:) +f r + t Tanhfo~ (B.4) 
denoted 
where 0 1. 76 t X (1.76 being the BCS value) 
The limits of integration in (~.4) are intended to remind one that 
both excitation branches(electrons and holes) must be integrated 
over. 
Now: 
= 
j ' + 
0 
= 
This simplification occurs because of the proper ties of a (symJJ1e t:ry 
with respect to +ve and -ve enert;.ie::qand equation (B.1)). 
.. I = 
(:s .s) 
In order to evaJ.uate this integral at any temperature it is 
necessary to interpolate in the tabl e (Muhlschlegel, 1959) of reduced 
BCS energy gap, o ( = 1.':,./ 1.':,.
0
) versus reduced , tempera.tu.re, t( - T/ff\). 
Iu order to make use· of the known asymptotic form of 6 l18cll.' rp the 
··c 
following expression was fitted to the tabulated points(tc ~ precision 
of four decimal places from t~o.5 to t=l.O)~ 
where 
6 = s(1.73e5 - s(o.0246 + s(o.6053 + o.1a46 s))) 
) ,. 
S = (1 - t) 2 (E .6) 
The integration was performed numel'i.cally b;r Weddle' s B.ule ( similar 
to Simpson's Rule 9 but more accurate) with variable step length . 
This was . checked in two ways: 
a) against the analytic integra.tion which can be performed 
in the cle-n limit(.f )) a ) . 
0 
b ) graphically(i.e. counting squares ) for one general case. 
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APP~HDI.X C 
THE EFFECT OF .AiirrnOTROPY Otl RESIS'rANCE; 
~ 
The difference between ( conductance)-L and resistance in an 
anisotropic crystal is investigated in the following t wo dimensioual 
model: 
X 
Resolving along the specimen 
E = E Sin(e ) + E 
X C 
E == E Cos(e ) - E 
z C 
C 
z 
axes: 
a 
Cos (e) 
a 
Sin( e) 
a & C 
z 
l 
crystalline axas 
specimen axis 
(C .1 ) 
and .::;irailarly for J • The measured resistance a long " is thus: 
.., 
E - E Sin(e) + E Cos (e) 
B. 
z a C 
·-
= 
J - ,T Si.n( 8) + J Cos ( 8) z a C 
Case l: J forced . .1.2.arallel to z 
Equation (C .2) becomes: 
-
· 3 Sin(e) + Pc J Cos(e) 
RJ 
Pa a C 
== 
J Sil:..(e) + J Go~(e) 
a C 
Since J:x: = 0 we have (from the ane,logue of ( C.l ) for J): 
Jc~ 
a Sin(e) 
( C.2) 
(c .3 ) 
(c .4) 
0 
.. 
Ca se 2:E force~ paralle l to z 
In t hi s c ase Ex - 0 and c.'qun. (C . 1) gives: 
E 
C 
= _ E Co~ 
a Sin (e) 
. 
6 ., RE - ((1/p O - 1/ pa) Cos
2(e ) + 1/p a )-l 
Summary 
The ratio of the t wo resistance s is: 
2 (p •= p ) 
C a 
+ 1 
C2 
( c .6 ) 
(c.7) 
( C. 8) 
It will b e noted tha t this ex:prc.::isi on i s at le::-.. st un ity fo r a ll value s 
of re s ist:Lvity. 
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Notes on the _!_igures 
a) Most of the additional resistance (oR/ R v. 11) plots have unJ. a be lled 0 
axes t.o a.void unne cessary re:pe ti tion. Figures 25( a ) & (b) show 
clearly the l abelling of the axes: the vert ica1(6R/ R ) axi s i s 0 
divided into units of 0.1 with the origin at the intersection w~th 
the hori zontal(ri) axis, which is 2lso divided into tenths. 
b) Unless otherwise stated: 
i ) Specimen current, I - 10 mA. 
s 
i i ) Field angle (measured from the side-arm direc tion), e ~ o0 
c ) In the addit ional resistance plots (with t he exception of Fig. 37) 
the key for the t heoretical variations sho wn is as follows: 
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iii) 
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As (ii) but with doubled domain thicknssses. 
l~ 
0 
d ) All points were t aken in increas ing field except where marked bJ J. 
( t is u seC:. for increasing field points i n these circumstances ) . 
e) Table 3(overleaf ) gives a. very brief summary of t he conditions 
employed iil setting up the intermediate state structur~. A f~ller 
de scription is given in Chapter 5. 
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